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BRIEF HISTORY OF IRANIAN SHIPPING
Iran has 1400 nautical miles of coast Omman and Per
sian Gulf, it starts in the North of Persian Gulf and Island
teritories in Persian Gulf and part of the North sea of Omman. This itself makes it a maritime nation, A part from Irans
maritlmettrade.
The history of shipping in Iran goes back to more than
2500 years, at that time the number of ships of Iranian fleet
was about 700, and aluays' Iran has had commercial co-operation
with others countries, like Egypt, India, Greek, Chine and
other countries.
Recently, Iranian shipping fleet has grounin size and
includes the traditional cargo vessels. Bulk carriers contain
er ships, product carriers, General cargo ships,chemical carr
iers, oil tankers and 4 small passenger ships.
From 1970, imported goods increased from 2,21 milion tons
to 13 milion tons, the total number of ships under

Iranian

flag in 1901 was 40 vessels of 67000 GRT and 05 ship charted
by Iranian companies. By 1903 the number of ships has increased
to 59 of 1,6 milion GRT and 304 vessels where charted, mostly
cargo and tankers,Now a days
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Iran is more intrested in container vessels.
There are 4 Iranian ports in Persian Gulf;
Bandar Khoramshahr with 17 berths,uhich is closed due
to the uar,and the use of modern facilities of the neuly-Built “port Khomaini" uhich can handle general ca
rgo,Liquids in bulk and containers has been heavily restricted,due to some reasons,cargo has been concent
rated at Bandar Abbas ,and at the neuly-Built”port Rajaie” situated at 30 Km from the port of Abbas. The port
of Rajaie is equipped uith more than facilities and 13
berths of about 8000 feet. The number of berths is sup
posed to be 40 uith tuo years.
The port Bushehr uhich is situated betueen Bandar
Abbas and Bandar Khomaini has six berths of about 3000
feet.
In addition to above 4 ports, there are tuo ports
in Caspian sea, serving the trade betueen Iran and Eu
rope

3

CHPTER I

INTRODUCTION
''

Ona of the most important factors fortha develop

ment of the merchant shipping and further more the eco
nomy of a developing country,is the establishment of a
well organized and efficient administrative department,
the duties of which would be. dealing exclusively with
the maritime affairs. This department is well known as
maritime department.
Since nearly in all countries there are specifice
ministries responsible for the trade,commerce and transportaion,the maritime department is not involved di
rectly with matters,regarding to external trade or com
merce effected through shipping and the attendent econo
mic aspect.
The title function of the maritime
the developing

administration in

country would also have to be both dev

elopmental and regulatory. The developmental functions
contribute to'such development and economic advantages
consequuentially. Also the developmental function can
take the form of practicipation in the process of form
ulating the policy of the government as regards maritime

4

development and deciding upon the activities to the
under taken in connection with such development. Such
function are essentially contributory to the overall
economic policy decisions planning ministries including
as follous:
a) To provide the government with the effi
cient machinary which would enable it to apply satis
factory the governments policy programes,plans,and pu
rsuits for the maritime development,as well as to apply
the national merchant shipping legislation,
b) Development of the man power needs of the
shipping industry,
c) Development of ship-building and shiprepair capabilities,
d). Assist to development of marin industries.
- e) Assesment of the suitability of national
ports for intended ships and recommends for required
development or improvment.
f) Development of the marin-power needs of
the ports,
g) Development of employment opportunities
f,or national seafarers.
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By improve the maritime education and developed mari
time training facilities in order to provide the nat
ional ships uith qualified and skillful seafarers.
The regulatory functions are expected to ensure
in the main:
a) Safety of lives,ships and property,
bj Protection of marine enviroment.

1

The function of a maritime safety administration in
every developing country are expected to ensure in the
content of development and economy:

Protection of national property
Reduction in the maintenance co
Protection of foreign exchange.
or damage to of lives,property,marine resources and he
avy expenditure.
g) Maintenance of marine insurance premia at
an advantageous level.
h) Provision of overal impetus to maritime de
velopment.
i) Projection of the image of the country in
very faveurable light in the maritime uord.
In addition to the above the duties of a M.S.A.
can be summarised as follou:
a) To advise the appropriate governmental ou-
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thories on the adoption and the implementation of
legislation and of more up-todate and improv/e met
hods/standards required for the safety of life at sea
the uelfare of the seafareres on board and for the
application of their maritime policy in general,
b) To advise the government on the adoption
and the ratification of the international conventions
related to the maritime field ’’I.M.O.s and ILOs con-vention" as uell as on the adoption of any regulations
decrees anc^rther which may be needed for putting in
to effect the provisions of those conventions,
c) To mention the national ships register
book and apply the registry rules additionaly to foll
ow up the national ships relating to mortgages,change
name,change of owner ships and their legal status
in general.
d) flain actives of this department are also
to follow up and control the safe navigation and the
safety of national ships in accordance with the exi
sting legislation.
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e) To prov/ide and organize the appropriate i .
facilities for the surveys and certification of ships.
f) To register the national seafarers and
apply the masters and seamen legislation as uell as
to adopt such measuring orther to improve the welfare
of same. Also to provide a machinary for the examina
tion and certification of masters,engineers and other
maritime personnel.
g) To enforce the legislation related to the
prevention of pollution and to maintain a machinery
which would enable the government tominimize the dam
ages in case of the pollution at sea.

CHAPTER II

PORT AND SHIPPING ORGANIZATION
■MERCHANT SHIPPING DEPARTMENT

Part I.

Present situation

I n Iran the port and sihipping organization is the
nati onal organiza tion, respi□nsible to provide a nd implemen t the merchan t shipping regulation. The general director of the ports and Shipp:ing organization is the responsibl B official to the nipis ter of Road and Transportation
for the maritime affairs and ports in general. He is
assi sted by four directors who are responsible for the
foil owing departm ents:
1234-

Operation department.
Technical department.
Financial and perspnnal depar tment.
Departmen t dealing with development of
the ports •

The operation departme nt is the more impor tant than
othe r department. This depa rtment is divided in to two sub'
depa rtme nts, mari ne affairs and port operation. The function of the marine affairs office "which is in other word
the actu al Irania n maritime safety administrati on" are as
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I,
II,
Ill,

Registration and licensing of ships,
Manning and certification.
Safety of ships and life at sea.
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nARITIME LEGISLATION
Part II.
The various existing maritime laus relating the oper
ation and activities of the merchant shipping department
(maritime department) are as follous;

Established the ports and shipping organization.
Lau 1960 (maritime code)
■Establishment of ports and shipping organization,
(amendment) 1972
•Pouer of financial and employees, Lau 1969
■Articl BS of association of ports and shipping iorganizatio n 11473,1939. Uhich include 12 parts and 64
articl es, as amended in 1970
■Limi ts of po rt areas' , and operation. regulatio ns 1961
-Use of ports ,. regula tion 1964
•Use of ports , tugs a nd other vessels and their fees,
regula tion 1 963

11

—..

UbssbIs propsllsrad by (angina) pouar,lau 1964

Ragistration of ships and their use,regulations
1952.

It is wall knoun that the maritime legislation is one
of the fundamental factors for the developing countries,
Without an up-to dated and camplet legislation uittH clearly
and precisely worded and effective sanction, the pursuits
as well as the governments policy and the establishment of
an efficient flaritime department are not possible to achive,
^nfortunatly the Iranian Maritime Legislation is far
frbm being the appropriate one and needs a lot of efforts to
be up-to-dated. Proposals and recommendations for the exist
ing legislation will be expressed upon* the study of each field.
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PART III,

The structure of the

Merchant Shipping Department

A:

Director
The director is head of the Merchant Shipping Department
(port and shipping organization). He supervises its activitleSy being the responsible to the Ministry of Road
and transportation and works for the efficient operation
of the department. The function and authorities of the
director manager are as follows;
1,

Implement all the relevant laws, regulations and
rules.

2,

Implement the labour law and regulations,

3,

Sign all the documents belonging to the organizat
ion (P.S.O.) and has the right to deal with econo
mical matters,

4,

Follow up the financial situation of the organiza
tion and produce reports to the high council,

5,

Has to co-ordinate the good operation of the organ
ization,

B;

Marine Surveyors
Presently there are 5 posts of Marina Surveyors, which
are filled by high educated

officers in nautical field.
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The duties of the surveyors are as follows;
I. Survey and inspection of Iranian ships and
foreign ships while in Iranian ports.
II,
III,
IV,

Tonnage measurement of non-convention ships,
Inquaries

into shipping casualties.

Assist the director of the implementation of the
national shipping legislation and the. other
international conventions ratified by i Republic,

V, Any other work may given to them.
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Part IV.

FUNCTIONS OF MARITIME DEPARTMENT

The cen tral off ice of the mari ne affairs depar tment
is situated in Tehra n together with th e head quarte rs of
the PSP.
A: This of f i ce deals exclusive ly ui th:
1) Th B various exami nations of seafa rers
th eir certificati on.
2) Th e various types of surveys of s hip
fo r the purposes of the grant of saf ety certificates. i. B , safety equi pment
sa fety constructi on. load line, e tc.
3) To nnage measureme nt of ships.
4) Inquries, investigations into shipping
casualties.
5) Implementation of maritime safety rules.
B; Maritime central record of:
--------- Ship registered and details of their particu
lars, regarding their safety certificates,
classification and trade in which engaged.
-.......... Number and catagories of seafarers.
■-------- Maritime information of relevant, conventions,
publications and ducoments from all available
sources.
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•Navigational uarning,including noti

C8 to

mariners,ate...

■Produce nacessary reouiafinr^o
_i
y regulations and amendments
to the maritime legislation.
-Organize train!

ng courses for the employees

of the department.
■Contact and oommunicats yith International
institutions and badies.
■Ensuring safety af fishi
ng vessels and other
small craft.

CHAPTER III
16

REGISTRATION Of IRANIAN
SHIPS ANO 'RELEVANT MATTERS
Part

I

Legislation regulating the registration of
Iranian ships.
The rule and procedure for the registration
of ships into Irani registry are designated
by the Merchant Shipping (registration of
ships, Sales and Mortgages) Lau. This lau is
a consolidation of the follouing laws;
B7/1939, 1952, 65/1964 and 1970 uhich consist
of folloui ng paragraph:

. &
II

II
II
II
II
II
It
II

II
II

I. Rerliminary
II. Registation and other officers and
register
III. Iranian Ship s
lU. Procedures o n registration
\1. Certificates of registry
VI. Transfer and transmission
VII. Mortgages
VIII. Name of ship
IX. Registration of alteration and
registration a neu
X. National cha racter and Irans flag
XI. Miscellaneou s.
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■ &.

I, Preliminary
The start title of the lau and the definitions are

cited in section 1 and 2, Notice must be given to that,
in section 2 the Port and Shipping Organization director
and therefore the Ministry of the Economy and Finance is
defined as the appropriate governmental body for any of
the purpose of this lau (since 1976 the General Director
of PSO is responsible to the Ministry of Road and Trans
portation) .

Se,\ II. Registration and other officers and register
In section 9 of 197D lau, ships more than 500 GRT shall
be registered in registration office uhich situated in PSO
at Tehran. But ships less than 500 GRT according to section
7 of 1939 lau shall be register'ed in Iranian ports. In this
case the port Director is responsible for registration of
I

■

hip.
Section 2, the register book of Iranian ships is defined

in this section. The form of it, the parts and entries in
it are determinated by same. It is reccomended that, all
Entries most be made in accordance uith the follouing prov
isions:
a) The ship as property, is divided into one
hundred shares.
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b) No more than one hundred individuals or
corporations may be registered as own
ers of one ship at the same time. Any
number of persons of any corporation may
claim through any registered owner or
joint owner.
c) No pers.on can be register as owner of a
franction of a share, but number of per
sons not exceeding five, may be registered
as joint owners of a ship or a share or
a group of shares.
d) Joint owner shall be considered as on per
son and shall not dispose of their joint
intrest in a ship, in severalty.
e) A co-rporation may be registered as owner
of a ship by its corporated name.

The register book shall be show the following information.
1, The name of the ship, and any change of this
name would be entered,
2, Port of registry,
3, Details to tonnage and built and the other
particulars as shown in the surveyors cer
tificate.

19

4. The name of the registered ouner and in
case of more than one,

the proportions

in uhich they are interested. If the
ship or any share is sold the name of
the buyer must be entered, or in any case
the name of the person entitled to be ouner
under the transmission, must be entered.
5. flortgages must be entered in the order

of

their production. The discharged (Mortgages
are also entered on production of the mor
tgage date endorsed uith the mortgagees
roual.
6. Any alteration of registered particulars
shall be entered.

&.

III. Iranian Ships
According to sectibn 1 of Part 1 of 1964 lau, a

ship shall not be deemed to be Iranian Ship unless ouned
wholly or minimum shares 51^ in ber by Iranian National or
a) by company established and operating under
the Iranian laws, having its register off
ice in the Republic.
b) by corporation incorporated outside Iran ■
in uhich the controlling intrest inwested
in Iran. In this case a special decision
of the council of ministers is required.

20

The registration of ship is very important since impro
ves which ship is entitled to fly the Iranian flag as
well as serves as proof of title to owner ship of the
ship as a property.
The compulsory of Iranian ships for registration is de
fined in section 1 of 1952 law, except the pleasure yacht
which is not considered as ship by the same law. Also an
exemption under section 1 of Part 1

(1964 law) which

applies to all other ships not exceeding 25 tones and
employeed solely on the coast of the Iran,

21

i

i\i

procedure: on

registration

The procedure on registration in other words, the
contents of the application required, the person who is
entitled to sign this application and other documents
uhich haue to be produced to the registrar before ships
registration, are .determinated in this Part in uhich the
following sections are included;
Section 9.

Application for registry of ship. A an

application for registry of a ship shall be made in
the case of individuals by person or persons or the
ir agent, and in case of corporated body by its aut
horised agent, and intended name shall be informed .
to P3D. After the approval of the name and before
registration, the approved name and the port of reg
istry must be marked and carved on both side of bous
and on the stern of the ship.

Section 10. Declaration of owner ship.
The declaration of ownership shall, be made before
the registration by owner or his agent and the foll
owing statements must be attached with the declara
tion;
a statement of the name of the ship.
II
It
the hull material.
?!
It
the Number of riggid, deckes, fannel etc
11
II
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X
a statamsnt of tha propulsion,
"

"

"

" tannage of ship

'•

"

”

” name and adderss

of

the owner orowners

”
”
"
" number of shares in the ship, held
the applicant or corporation.measurement,
'*

"

”

" date and place of built

"

"

”

” tonnage

"

"

"

" nationality of owner.

by

On the first registration the builder certificate shall be
preduced to the registrar. In case that this certificate can not
be

produced, the bill of sale under which the ship is sold

to the Iranian nationality or Iranian company, must be prod
uce

This bill of Sale must be duly certified.

Purpose

of this section which is not mentiond in registration

rule, is that the builder certificate must be signed by the
builders and must contain a true account of the proper denomi—■ •.
nation and of the tonnage of the ship as estimated by them,
and of the name of the person.on whose account the ship was
built.

Section 4,

Of 1952 law, ev/ery ship shall before regist

ration, be surveyed by a surveyor and her tonnage deter
minated, But unfortunitly there is no any tonnage measur
ement rules or regulation in Iranian merchant shipping
legislation which according to that determine the tonnage
of ships.
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Section 12.

Entry of particulars in registry.

As soon as the requirement of this lay preliminary to reg
istration have been complied uith,

the registrar shall

enter in the register book, the following particulars
respecting the ship.
a) The name of the ship.
b) The details comprised in the surveyors certificate.
c) The particulars Respecting her origin.
d) The name and desc’ription of her registered owner
or owners, the proportions in which they are int
erested in her.

\l.

Certificate of registry

Section 11 of 1964 law, this section defines that on
completion of the registry of a ship, the registration
officer shall grant a certificate of registry in the pres
cribed form, containing the particulars respecting the ship
entered in the register and stating the name of her master
in two copies.
This certificate fulfils the function of a title to own
ership and in the same time is a public docume.nt which shows
that the ship is entitled to fly the Iranian flag with all
privilages and subject to the duties of a Iranian ship,
and it must be produced on demand by various authorities.
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Section 12.

Sign of certificate of registry.

The certificate of registry shall be signed by the ouner or
his agent and the' port and shipping organization, one cert
ificate of registry is given to the ouner and another one
is kept by the PSD.

Section 15,16.

Provisional certificate for ship becoming

Iranian ouned abroad.
If at a port outside Iran a ship becomes entitled to be reg
istered as Iranian ship.The Iranian consular there, may grant
to the ouner of the ship a provisional certificate, it the
ouner has obtained uritten consent of the PSD in purchosing
the said ship. Acopy of such granted certificate has to be
foruarded to the registration.office in Iran. The validity of
the provisional certificate of registry is for six months or
until the arival of the ship in Iranian port where a permanent
certificate at registry must be issued to her.
The follouing must be stated in this certificate:
a) The Name of the ship.
b) The time and place of her purchase and the
name of purchasers.
c) The name of her master.
d) The best particulars respecting her tonnage
built and description uhich he is able to
obtain.
e) In case of a foreign ship, the certificate
of cancellation or deletion from the reg
ister of the foreign country to uhich she
belonged.

25

According to section 19, uhere a registered Iranian ship
is so alterated as not to correspond uith particular re
lating to her tonnage or description contained in the re
gister,

the owner or master of the ship shall notify the

registered or direct that the ship be registered a new.
For the purpose of the .Registry of an altration in ship,
the ship certificate of registry shall be produced to the
registration officer who shall, in this description, eith
er retain the certificate of registry and grant a new cer
tificate of registry containing the description of the
ship as altered or on the existing certificate mention
the particular of the altration.
The particulars of the altration so made, and the fact of
the new certificate hawing being granted, shall be entered
by the registration officer in the register book.

In section 21 of this part stated that, the certificate of
the registry and the nationality of Iranian ship might be
withdraw under following condition:
a) If the ship is lost or sunk or captured by enemy;
b)' If the required condition of registration and the
right to fly to flag are no more in existance;
c) If it is out of use,and;
d) If the owner has abandoned her;

26

&.

UI; Transfer and transmission,
Accordi^ng to section 24 of 1964 lau, an Iranian ship or

a share therein or disposed of to a person qualified to oun
an Iranian ship shall be transfered by Bill of Sale. The Bill
of Sale shall be containec^such description of the ship as is'
contained in the surveyors certificate, or some other descri
ption sufficient to identify the ship to the registration off
icer, and shall be executed before a notary public, or uhen
effected abroad, before a consular officer. The PSO and the
registrar must be informed of this transmission uithin 15 days
and be sokered the same into the register book.
Also

section 25 of this part specified that, every

transaction of an Iranian ship must be published in the gazette.
It is recommended that the follouing section shall be added
to this part.
a)

Transmission

of

property

in

ship

on

death and

b) Transfer of ship or Sale by order of court.
c) Power to court to prohibit transfer.

bunkruptcy

27

&.

UII. I^ortgages.
Section 42 to 51 of this part defined about mortgages

uhich are not sufficient for the purpose. I uill recommend
that , the following subject should be added to this part.
a)

Mortgage on ship or share

b) Discharge of Mortgage
c)

Priority of Mortgage

d)

Status of Mortgagee

e)

Mortgage and bunkruptcy (mortgate not affected by
Bankruptcy)

f)

Transfer of Mortgage

g)

Transmission of interest in mortgage by death,and
bankruptcy

h)

Rights of mortgagee

i)

Registration of mortgages executed and discharged by
companies.

&.

Will.

Name of ship.

Only in section 10 stating for the name of the ship uhich
must be choosen by ships owner or a company with declaration
of ownership

and submited to registration office.

2R

IX. Iranian character oF flag
In section 1 of 1964 lau, stated that every Iranian ships
shall sail under Iranian flag uhen their registered tons are
more than 25 tons, and such ships shall be registered under
this act and they are right to fly the Iranian flag.
It is recommended that, the following subject shall be
contain to this part.
unlawful assumption of Iranian character and flag
Iranian character of ship to be declared before clearance
Iranian colours for ships
penalty on ship not showing colours
penalty for acquiring ownership if unqualified
concealment of Iranian or assupmtion of foreign character.

&.

X, Registration of alteration and registeration a new
Section 14, stated that every altration of tonnage, shall

be notified to PSD and registrar shall record the alteration
in the register book and also in the certificate of registry
of ship.
Section 19, Alteration in the hull and construction. Uhere
a registrationof Iranian ship is so altered as not to correspond
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uith particular relating' to tonnage or construction which con
tained in the register, the owner or master of.the ship shall
be notified the registration officer who shall either cause
the alteration to be registered or direct that the ship be
registered a new.

Sc.

XI. Miscellaneous

Section 13. Fees for registering and licencing of ships.
According to this section the fees and other dues in connection
with the registrating or lecensing of ships shall be paid by
the owner accordane with the schedule- to this act.

Section 46. Priority of Mortgages.
Uhen the several mortgages on the same ship
are recorded in the registry book, Their
respective priorities shall be indicated in
the appropriate column by capital lettersA,B,C.
Section 25, Publication of Transmission.
This section demand that every transmission
of an Iranian ship must be published in the
gazette.
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Section 18. Ships

under

Construction

Iranian ship under construction shall be regis
tered provisionally. The shipyeard has to decl
are all ships particulars delivering those to
PSD. These particulars must be entered in the
register book. This provisional certificate as
above, after ships delivering to the ouner shall
be returned toPSO and conselled.

Section 28. The consil of ministers is empower by this section
to make regulations for the better carrying into
effect the provisions of this law.

<r II

PROCEDURT
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OF REGISTRATION

The procedure uhich is folloued for the registration
of ships in the Iranian registry is this of the provisional
registration according the Article 16 of the lau. Since
almost all Iranian ship's are purchased abroad. As result
almost all ships are initially provisionally registered.
On application for provisionally registration must be
made to the General Director of port and shipping organiza
tion through the flSA.
The application for provisional registration must con
tain

all relevant information and particulars regarding

the ship to be registered and must also indicates the Iran
ian consular abroad at uhich the registration is intended
to be effected. Provided that the ship is within the ages
alloued for registration, for this I will write latter on,
the only condition imposed on approval of provisional regi
stration, is that the ship be inspected by a surveyor of
her classification society at some stage near to the time of
registration, who must confirm that the ship maintains her
class, the ship is in possession of all valid SOLAS and LoadLine certificates and her present condition is satisfactory
and that the society is willing to issue all the certificates
required by international Conventions which have been
ra1;^£^ied by the Republic without any Recommendations on be
half of the Iranian Government.
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Once approval registration and the intended name have been
approved and the condition as to survey of the ship has
been fulfilled, the registrar allots,a call sign for the
ship and he will telex his authority to the consular uho
is chosen by the applicant, to proceed uith the provisional
registration and releas to the ouner the certificate of
Iranian provisional registration, on submission of ‘the fo—
llouing documents;
a- Declaration of ounership,
b- Certificate of ships deletion from the

^

previous registry.

If the ship is a neu construction, a shipbuilders certificate
is required insted of the cer-tificate of deletion,
c— Builder certificate in accordance uith
section 10, or the Bill of Sale under
uhi/ch the ship sold to the Iranian Nat
ional or Iranian Company.
e- Copies of valied SOLAS and Load-Line
certificate, issued on behalf of Cover'nment of Iran,
The provisional registration uhich to all intents and purposes
is legally, deemed as a full registration, lasts for six months

with the possibility For an extention for a Further period oF
three months, upon application made prior to the expiry oF the
six months period.
Uithin this period oF provisional registration the ship
must be permanently registered, otheruise she loses her nat
ionality,

the ship must also permanently registered iF she

calls at a Iranian port at any time during the period oF the
provisional registration.
The additional Formalities and documents For her perman
ent registration are as Follousr
1- Surveys and tonnage certiFicates,
2- AFter above tuo Forms have been submitted to the reg
istrar oF ships an oFFicial number is alloted and the
carving and marking Note is issued in accordance with
the section 9 oF the ’lau.
The carving and marking must then be eFFected by the
crew and either the surveyor oF the department or a
surveyor oF the classiFication society must be called
on board to inspect them and to sign and seal the car
ving and [parking Note which it must be returned to the
registrar.

It must be noted that all such statutory certiFicates, with
which the ship has to be Furnished, must be valid prior to the
completion oF the permanent registration.
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After the above documents have been submitted

the registrar

issues the certificate of registration and the ship becomes
permanently registered as Iranian ship.
As it is shoun the procedure for registration in the Irans
registry is quite simple and almost same to those followed by
the-'^raditional Maritime countries.

Although the impose condition regarding the confirmation
of the classification societies pertaining the general condi
tion of the ship to be registered, which confirmation must be
submitted before the approval of the registration, creates
difficulties and additional expenses for the owners instead
serving the intended aim.
The substantial purpose of the above mentioned condition
is to avoid the registration of substandard and unseaworthy
ships. But this' purpose is fulfilled while the Administration
asks the authorities of the port where the ship is at the time
of registration not to permit her to sail without furnishing
statutory certificates, issued on behalf of Iranian Government.

PART III
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SYSTEM OF MAINTENANCE OF RECORD/PLANS OF
NATIONAL SHIPS
There is no any legal obligation for the shipouner to
submit to the registrar any ships plans or other records
before or after registration. The Maritime Safety Administ
ration has been receiving only copies of every certificate
issued to the Iranian ships by a classification society and
this is after checking by a Government surveyor is kept in
«
the registration
file of the ship.

PART lU

35

G0l/ERI\1F1ENT POLICY ON THE AGE LiniT OF l/ESSELS
nAY BE REGISTERED
There is no any restriction about the age of the ship
to be registered under Iranian flag. It is reccofnended that,
in order to avoid the registration of substandard ships and
to minimized the high percentage of accidents and loses
involving Iranian ships,j Restriction on age must be imposed
by the PSO throuth the nSA stating that a ship older than
15 years of age could not be registered in the Iranian reg
istry.
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PART V

SHIPS UNDER IRANIAN FLAG
There are 59 sea-going ships belong to I.R.I.S.L.
(Iranian Republic Islamic Shipping Line),

12 sea going

ships belong to IRANO-HIND, and 11 tankers belong to
National Iranian Tanker Company (N.I.T.C.), The capacity
of each individual ship and her particulars is not in
hand, but as far as I knou national shipping has about
1,5 million registered tonnes.
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CHAPTER lU

SURWEY, INSPECTION AND CERTIFICATION OF IRANIAN SHIPS
Part 1.

inOs Safety Conwentions have been ratified by the
Government of Iran.

The survey^inspection and certification of ships is the most
important and basic function of a Maritime Safety Administr
ation, in every country. For a nation to be deemed as a mar
itime it has to ensure that the ships flying its flag are
safe and uell maintained.
Having ensjred the safety of vessels one can achieve the pro-,
tection of the human life at sea,
and the environment in general,

the protection of the sea

the prevention of the shipp

ing cagualties and can promote the reputation of the national
flag internationally.
Irans has ratified the follouing International Conventions
a) The International Convention for the Safety of Life
at Sea 1960
b) The International Convention on Load Line 1966
c) The International Regulations for Preventing Collis
ions at Sea 1972
d) The International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution of Sea by oil 1954
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Part 2.

System for survey, inspection and certification of
Iranian ships.

A part

of subsection 5 of part 1 of 1939 lau, deal uiith survey

inspection and certification,

there is no more rules or reg

ulations for the above subject.
All surveys, inspection and certification of Iranian sh
ips carried out by classification societies. The classifica
tion societies which are recognized by government of Iran
are as follows:
Lloyds register of shipping
Germanischer Lloyd
The above classification societies are authorised by
Iranian Government to survey and certificate Iranian ships
issuing the following certificates.
1, Cargo ship Safety construction certificate
2, Cargo ship Safety equipment certificate
3, Cargo ship safety Radiotelegraphy or Radiotelephony
certificate.
4, Load-Line certificate/assignment of Free board.
5, Tonnage certificate.
6, Certificate of Carving and narking Note.
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The'task of surveying, measurnie';nt and Licensing of coasters,
dredgers, barges, fishing vessels, yachts,

remains uith the

Departments surveyors posted in Iran.
Sofar there is not any regulations for carry out the
unscheudled inspections on board Iranian ships, as well as on
board foreign ships while they are in Iranian ports.
Ships below convention size would also be surveyed and
certificated by a classification society with which they are
classed. In these cases the classification society concerned
follows its own rules and regulations since there are no
national regulations covering such ships.
In the following part of my project I will deal with
survey, inspection and certification which may be useful for
nSA,
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Part 3*

Procedura for Datantion of unsaaijorthy ship

Thera are not any rules and or regulations in Iranian
nerchant Shipping Legislation regulating the detention of
unsafe or unseauorthy ships, except those included in the
International Conventions ratified by Iranian Government.

Safety of Life at Sea Convention 74/70.
Load-Line Convention 1966.
Regulations for preventing collision at sea.

CHAPTER U
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TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION OF SEAGOING PERSONNEL
Part I,

Particular of prssent institution for training
seafarers personnel.

There is only one training institution in existence in
Iran uhich situated at Zahedan for the training of seafar
ers, It trains in three years course Marine Engineering and
Nautical students, up to the Level of the higher national
Diploma.
Since 1980 due to some reasons inrelevant to the ability
of this institute, its operation become impossible for
operating and thus the Iranian Government is sending stu
dents abroad for training.
Also there is not any school for -the ordinary seamen,
and all of them which are serving in Iranian National Ships
are•not trained.
The only rules and regulations in existence in this
respect, are
1. Section 10 of 1970 law (regarding to iss
uing competency certificate for seafarers)
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2. Section 21 of 1970 lau (Establishment
of Noutical institute for the seafar
ers and to send cadet to abroad)

Part II.

Procedure and system for issuing of certificate
of Competency to Plerchant Shipping Officers,

There is no any rules or regulation as regarding to issuing
of certificate of competency to llerchant Shipping Officers.
So the Iranian Government -has not issued any certificate
for the purpose.
Solely,

there are previsions in Iranian Merchant Shipping

Lau 1969,

relating to certificate of competency,contained

in section 1 to 8 uhich stated that all seagoing persons
uhich have serving on board the fishering, barge, pleasure
yacht and non Convention ships. Shall have kept a certific
ate of competency that issued by PSO.
All the above regulations are Compeietly outdated and
are in need of revision in order to meet the international
standards and the requirements of STCU Convention.
Lihile the above regulation exist, there is not machinary at present to conduct examination

to issue cer-

-

tificates of competency or proficiency to Plaster, deck officers
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engineering, ablebody seamen, ordinary seamen,
uatch and etc.

rating

on
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CHAPTER U1

CREU MATTERS

Part I.

Present Legal Status as regards Creu Matters.

The lau and regulations coueriog matters relating to
Master and Seamen in general are the follouing:
A) The Merchant Shipping (Hours of uork,
Hours of rest and leave)

ueg 1972.

Uhich divided in tuo parts;
I. Seamen engaging in fishing boats
and vessels.
I r. Seamen and” employees on vessels.

B) Lau 1969 regarding th-e registration of
seamen. ,
Among Matters regulated in the lau are:
Registration of seamen
Payment of uages
Health and accomodation
Relief and repatriation of seamen
Facilities to xreu for making complains
.Duration of employment
Hours of uork, rest .and leave
Manning of Iranian ships
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Part II.

System for Registration of Seamen

The provisions in the 1969 lau, related to the reg
istration of Seamen

are contained in sections 1 to 8.

Uhere is stated that every seamen uho are serving on board
the

Iranian ships shall be registered in a seamen regis

ter

book of a

prescribe form, and the PSD must issue the

certificate of competency for such seafarers. The above
rules apply only to seafarers uho sail on the non-con
vention ■ ships .
However any one uho intended to serve on board a ship
has to be registered in the register book as above and a
appropriate document has to be issued to him by the PSO.
This document is valid for four years.
'In particular the aforesaide sections are as follows:
Section 1 - Qualification
Section 2 - Issuing certificate by PSO
"

3 - Validity of such certificate

"

4 - Loss of certificate

"

5 - Cancellation

"

6 - Reconding of certificates granted
in foreign countries

"

7 - Violation

”

8 - niscellaneous
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Officers and creu which are serving on a Convention ships
owned by IRISL are usually nominated by the avove govern
mental company. To those officers who usually hold a for
eign certificate of competency, a seamen-book and other
Iranian documents are issued without -undertaking any axamina tions.

Rules and procedure for Manning National Ships.
The provisions for'-manning Iranian ships are contained
in the Merchant Shipping 1972 law.
As it has been stated the above law and regulations
have to be revised as soon as possible in order to meet
the international standards.

Part l\l

NUnBER OF SEAGOING PERSONNEL

Thera is not available the exact numbers of deck
officer or engineer which are on board the Iranian Ships
But seafarers which are on board the non-convention ship
e.g. Fishing vessels. Barge, Yacht, Cargo vessels and
trade whithin Persian Gulf and Sea of Omman they, which
registered sofar in register books
ports are about 40 thousand persons.

in different Iranian

A9

CHAPT'lH

UII.

other

i''IATrEi?S

HELaTIi'jG to

Part I.
PROCEDUE FOR COOOUCTING I HilUI R1 ES/l NUESTIGATIDN INTO SHIPPIiJG CAGOALTIES.
Invest!gation into shipping casualties is an area of
a responsibility of any number Gtate to SOLAS 1960 as
well as to SOLAS 1974
The obligation for all States to conduct investiga
tion is contained in tho regulation 21 of Chapter I part
C of the above mentioned conventions where is stated that
"each AiJini ni stration undertakes to conduct investigation
of any casualty to any of its ships,.."
y'"Although Iron has undertaken such an obligation by
ratified SOLAS 60 there is at present not statutory def
inition of a casualty for which an investigation must be
held or other statutory procedure for the appointment of
"investigation officer" his duties and power as well as
there is no any statutory procedure for reportinga casu
alty and conducting investigation and inquiry into it.
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PART II.

air/sea search

AND RE3CUC SYSTEH

Bsside the existence of a land-orient^ general plan
to face major disasters and emergency situation. There is
no any other specific system to deal uith, air/sea search
and rescue operation. Houeuer, in the necessary, uere
taken by Iranian Nav/y in co-operation uith Port and Shipp
ing Organization but uithout any organized plan.
Iran by ratified the international convention for saf
ety of life at sea, has undertake at the same time the
obligation under the regulation 15 chapter U, to ensure
that all necessary arrangements are to be make for coast
watching and for the rescue of persons in distress at sea
round its coast. These arrangements should include the est
ablishment, operation and maintenance of such maritime saf
ety facilities as or deemed practicable and necessary, having
regard.'to the density of the sea-going trafic and the nav
igational dangeres and should, so far as possible offer
adequate means of location and rescuing such persons.
order to comply uith the above obligation, the Dep
artment of fISA has to enspre that there is the necessary
national "contingency plan" and organization to respond to
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maritime distress situation in uater adjacent to the
Republic. This contingency plan , depending upon the
policy and circumstances, mast be done by the departm
ent either the co-ordingation role is to be taken by
it or by other gov/ernment department, in co-operation
with Iranian Tele communication Authority, the Iranian
port Authority, Ministry of Road and Transportation,
Ministry uf Defence as responsible for Iranian Navy,
air force and etc, Mini’stry of Health and Ministry of
Interiors as responsible for Iranian police.
Irrelewant uhat Government body uill have the initiative
and the co-ordinating role during the search and rescue
operation the following must be arranged by the national
"contingency plan".
I.

The areas-would be covered by air/sea search and
rescue services. Those area must be extended to
all territorial waters of the republic and to cer
tain distance beyond these. This distance shall
be designated by the council of Ministers depen
ding upon the general Government Policy.

II.

Organization aspects including arrangement for the
provision and co-ordination of search and rescue
services, the establishment of rescue co-ordinat
ion centers and rescue sub-eenters and their faci
lities as well as designation of rescue units and
their facilities, equipments and capabilities.
Preparatory measures, including system for rece
iving and/or transmitting information, operating
plans or instuctions and the preparedness and
readiness of the rescue units.
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Operational proce du re s, includin 9 P ro cedures
duri ng emergency si tu ations, on see ne
proc edures includ in 9 the designs tio n and
the duties of the 0 n- scene comma nde r and
the co-ordinator su rf ace search as ue 11
as d ascription of i ni tial action and areas
to be searched.
Asp ects pertaining to the establishment o
shi p reporting sys tern.

The objectives of

thi s system are to pro vide information on
the movements of s hips in the area covere
by the air/sea sea rch and res cue system,
in order to permit the CO- ordination centre . to immediately determi ne vessels able
to provide assista nee in each particular
cas e. In this resp ect the Dep artment shou
req uBst all vessel bou nd to I ran before
ent ering the defined a reas to inform the
co- ordination centre, through Irans Radio
of their position course a nd their destin'
ati on to9Bther with other nee essary parti
cul ars.

The same should be requested from ship exercise innocent
passages through those areas. The arrangement shall provide
that all messages from ships to co-ordination centre will
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y
ba free of charge to the ship concerned.
The co-operation of the Iran Port Authority and/or
the co-operation of the Iran Shipping Association will
be very usefull for the purpose.
-

The participation of medical services and other social
services must be ensured uithin the system.

As it is stated above these "Contigency Plan" shall be
developed by the Department of Merchant Shipping in co
operation with the following Government and semi—government
Authorities;
-

Y^ran Telecomminication Authori.ty, which will p rovide the
system with the necessary radio communication coverage
and will ensu.re the coast watching by Radio.
Iran Port Authority, which operates in the Maritime
Merchant' field, offering its services ..twenty four
hours per day during which ports officers are on duty and
it '.least one tug-boat is always in readiness.
toast Guard and Navy having patrol boats and navy ship
as well as other facilities, can offer their services
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within the system. Further more because of the nature
of their duties can undertake primarely role in aler
ting the system.
In drawing up such air/sea search a'nd rescue "Contin
gency plan" in Iran the following International instruments
provide the basic and necessary guidelines:
The International Convention on Maritime Search and
Rescue which was adopted on 27th April 1979. Its main
purpose is to facilitate cooperation between States
and those participating in the search and rescue oper
ation and sea. Technical provisions are also contained
in an Annex to the Convention.
The Merchant Ship Search and Rescue Manual. Its purpose
is to provide guidance to those who during emergencies
at sea may require assistance. In particular it is
designed to aid the master of any ship who might be ca
lled upon to conduct search and rescue operations at sea.

-

The IMG Search and Rescue Manual.
This manual provides guidelines for a common maritime
search and rescue policy encouraging all coastal States
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to develop their organization on similar lines. In part
icular it deals uith the 3AR organization itself including
matters relating to the organization of existing services
and facilities and the establishment of additional servi
ces and facilities uhich are necessary to provide practi
cal and economical 5AR coverage. It deals also uith SAR
procedures and it contains material designed to assist all
participated personnel.
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PART III .

THE PREUENTION, COMBAT, CONTROL OF MARINE POLLUTION
RECCOMENDATIO'.N

CONTINGENCY PLAN

Oil forms a comparatively small part of the total poll
ution of the seas. In most sewage from towns and cities,
effluent from factories-often entering the seas throuth
rivers, and the run-off of pesticides and herbicides used
in farming are potentially a greater hazard to the marine
environment that oil. In many cases, such pollutants are
much more dangerous not only because they poison fish and
other marine life but because, by entering the food cycle,
they can ultimated threater’human life as well. Never theless it has been estimated by the national academy of scie
nce of the United State that in 1980 as much as 3.3 million
tons of oil entered the oceans of the world. Nearly 2 mill
ions of this, it was estimated,

got into the sea as a result

of land-based activities. This included the waste products
of industry:
Municipal

and urban run off’; natural seeps and atmospheric

rain-out. The remaining 1.4 million tons was estimated to be
result of the transport of lily by sea. It is with this aspe
ct of^oil pollution that international maritime organization
is chiefly concerned. The transportation of oil by sea can
result in oil pollution in a variety of ways. The best known
cause of oil pollution is that which results from tanker acc
idents, Although this may contribute a comparatively small
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psrcentage of the total oil entaring the sea in a year, the
coneequenoes of an aooldent oan be disastrous to the imme
diate area, particularly if the ship inuolved is a large
one and If the accident,occurs close to the coast. Probably
ths most common pollution incidents occur during terminal
operations uhen oil ia being loaded or diseharged, perhaps
as many as92

percent of oil spills, according to figures

published by the oil companies international marine forum.
Because they occur

close to shore and often in a confined

area, such as ports, their environmental damage to the imme
diate vicinity can be considerable. But in tonnage terms such
accident provide only a small proporatlon of the total, about
20.000 tons according to the NAS figures.
A much greater quantity of oil enters the sea as a result
of normal tanker operatlohs, usually associated uith tank cl
eaning which takes place uhen the ship is returning from the
port of discharge to take on another cargo of oil. In tonnage
terms this is still probably the biggest source of oil pollu
tion from ships, about 700.000 tons a year according to the
Nas. Other causes of oil pollution, are drydooking (30.000
tons), bilge and fuel oil, from dry cargo ships as well as
tankers (300.000 tons) and non-tanker accidents (20.000 tons).
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Iran being one of the.major oil exporters in the world and
giving consideration to the fact that there are many oil
terminals a long the coastline in Persian Gulf, is subject
to possible major oil•pollution.
This makes it necessary to have a specialized

department

deal^g solely with combat of marine pollution. Unfortunatly
due regard is not given to these matters. On top of that,
there is no contingency plan in case of marine pollution.
For stablish such department the governmeht might be on
face with following factors which shall be taken into account
in considering the nature and scop of its

contingency plan:

1- Assesment of the nature and size of the threat to
which the country is likely to be subject;
2- The geographical features;
3- The invironmental impact of any pollution;
4- The structure of the government; and
5~ The availability of suitable existing organizations,
including those in industry and neighbouring countries.

It shall be recognized that despite all the efforts of all
national and international organizations the improve ship and
particulary tanker ship safety and reduce the risk of marine
pollution accident can occur.
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One can not prevent human error or technical failures
uith a result of collisions, grounding, firer and other
emergency uhich could lead to the pollution of seas by oil
and/or other harmfull substances and further more to the
pollution of the coastlines and beaches affecting the eco
nomy of a country.
To minimize the undesirable concequences of a pollution
of sea, it is therefore considered important that the deve
lopment of a national contingency plan, a part from the me
asures for the improvement of ships safety uhich must be
taken by the department of shipping, shall 'be faced as a
matter of emergency.

XAny

contingency plan uhich uill be developed should ena

ble Iranian government to establish as far as possible from
the existing resources a minimum response capability to deal
uith marine pollution of sea as* uell as enable its to harness
all available national resources for the purpose.
The follouing basic element shall be included in the na
tional contingency plan;
1, The designation of a competent government authority
to deal uith the combating controlling operation and
its one-scen co-ordination role.
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2. Development of procedures to combat marine pollution.
Distinction must'be include between pollution of sea
and coastline and beaches.
3. The assignment of a person or persons, acting as a
committee to undertake overal responsibility and
overall co-ordination role.
4. Determination of the availability of resources uithin
the competent authority and from other agencies such
a government, semi governmental or a petroleum indus
try or private companies.
5. Reporting, communication and surveillance aspects.
6. Alerting system.
7. Development of personnel and equipment.

The designation of the governmental authority which shou
ld have the responsibility for responding to marine pollution
and therefore probably the one-scene co-ordination role depe
nds on the following questions:Uhat department has the necessary pfofessional expertise
angi^ther staff take charge of a pollution at sea?

Uhat department has access to sufficient resources such
as ships, combating equipments, dispersants, communication
facilities etc, and has the know how to use them?

f
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If the ansuer to both these questions is that the depa
rtment of Merchant Shipping is the one uhich provides the
above requirements then there is no difficulty in assigning
this task to this department. But in reality, the role of
the department of Merchant Shipping is absoluly different of
taking at-sea operations and having access to resources such
as a ships or boats and other pollution combating equipment
as uell as to qualified for the purpose personnel with its

staff,
Therefore the ansuer to those questions shows that the
appropriate government department to be designated as resp
onsible to combat and control pollution of sea, it is other
than the department of Merchant Shipping,
Fourther more the problem of the designation the competent
authority arises and from the different point of view.

The

anti pollution operation could be divided into two different
components. The first would deal with the anti-pollution
operating at sea, in this case a department having access to
ships, boats and other suitable equipments would be more app
ropriate to deal with.
The second component would deal with the oil once it has
reached the coastline. In the former case the anti-pollution
operation can be undertaken by the department of fisheries
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in co-operation with the department of Merchant Shipping,
port authorities, Iranian Navy, harbour police and any
governmental or private agency.
In the later case u/here the anti-pollution operation,
cleaning of beaches and gathering of mud-flats is an extr
emely man-power intensive operation, the operation and cle
an-up of the seashore and beaches would probably have to
be undertaken by the Distric Office of the affected area or
even by the Ministry of interiors and defence having the
necessary man-power available within Iranian National Guard.
The assignment of a person or persons to undertake overal responsibility and co-ordination role, it appears to be
another difficult matter since the nature of an anti-pollut
ion involves actions reffering to different ministries or
semi government departments.
In developing a "contingency plan" for dealing with a
major oil spillage it would be wise to define such a persons
acting as committee, to take effect in such cases which would
allocate responsibilities and co-ordinate the various govern
ment, semi government and other participants,
Uithin its authorities would be to take series of decis
ions including such as involving economic aspects (e.g. pur
chase or hiring equipments), in a very short time,

•
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Further more it uould have the authority to enforce and
ensure that the participation of resources needed where
these are tug—boat ouned by the port authority, or firebrigade owned uacum trick and pumps, as well as municipally
or oil-companies owned equipments, necessary in the case
which might likely occur. The assignment of such a authori
ties request that a senior Governmental Official, probably
at General Director level would have to be undertaken such
overall responsibility in anti-pollution operation.

However irrelevant where this responsibility will rest
the official taking command of the operation, will need exp
ert advice on legal matters whether this or other action co
uld be undertaken, as well as on biological matters on the
ecological impact of any decision taken in particulars as
far as the use of dispersant is concerned. Similarly the vi
ews of Hotel proprietors, tourist industry officials and
others as to the economic impact, need to be included in the
overall plan. Further more there must be a possibility for
direct communication between the official in command and the
on-scene co-ordinator and between them and other officials
involved.
Special consideration must be given to the extent of the
oil pollution combating equipment and other materials which

s
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shall be maintained by the competent authority, such as
high saa booms, coastal booms, larg, medium or small ski
mmers, spraying equipment, dispersant, absorbent matterials,
emergency affload pump as uiell as crafts to be use in oil
spill age combating operation.
In drawing—up these quantities one shall also take into
consideration the existance of such appropriate equipment
maintained by other governmental, semi governmental or oil
companies agencies, the use of which could be enforced by
the official in command, such as port authority owned tug
boats suitable for lanching of high sea booms, or surrounding
oil slicks by booms, or transporting of equipment as well as
suitable for extiquishing and towing. However, the extent of
equipments and matterials depends upon the size of oil spil
lage for which the government would decide to establish ser
vices to respond to.
In fact what is realy important is the existance of such
equipments and matterials and their readiness to respond to
any spillage and not their quantities. In extremely case Iran
could take the advantages given by the Kuwaite protocol "on
the protection and development of the Marine Environment"
where the parties are requested to assist each other in such
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a cas^, pr the advantages given by the regional anti-pollut
ion center, situated in Kuuaite which is established under
the auspices of ino.

As I mentioned earlear MSA should be responsible for
national or international contingency planning, which should
include the assignment of functional responsibilities a des
ignated agency.

Further more the nSA should ensure that:
-

Taken into account both in planning and in operations
of the relative sen.sitivity of different areas of
water and stretches of coastline, and that provision
should be made for determining relative priorities if
more than one area should require action at the same
time.
There are adequate lines of communication for urgent
discussion with all relevant sections of industry
including shipowners, insurance intrests oil and che
mical companies, manufacturers of clean-rup equipment
mechanical recovery devices and other matterials to
ensure that such resources can be made immediately
available
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- , Appropriate arrangement exist for consultation by
all anti-pollution agencies uith organization rep
resenting fisheries and uildlife interests, both
during the planning and at ^the operational
-

There is adequate liaison betueen national antipollution- organization and those dealing uith other
aspects of a marine emergency, such as search and
rescue, fire explosion, evacuation of an off-shore
oil instalation, protection of the population of areas
on land and salvage.

-

Arrangement for the dissemination of neus to the media
are adequate, and do.not interfere uith operations.

-

Arrangements exist for training in the relevant techn
iques for combating pollution and that personnel conc
erned can take advantage of these facilities.

The basic common elements

for contingency plan designated

authorities for;
localized clean-up operations;
response at district or regional levels;
response at national level; and
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response involving international co-operation.
The PSD shall be provide the following basic responsibi
lities and functions for implementing the contingency plan,
- The prevision of operating coasts;
- Acuisition and allocation of manpower and
resources;
- Division and definition of responsibilities
for action;
- Co-ordination and guidance of all agencies
involved;
- Liais on with minister/ of road and trans
portation;
- Liaison with industry;
- Public relations and post incident recovery
of expenditure.

COST OF "CONTINGENCY PLAN"
Considering the expenses for a purchase and maintenance
of the necessary combating pollution equipment and matteriaIs as well as the establishment and operation of the compet
ent department the following is recomended.
The general acceptable principle that the "polluter sho
uld pay" is a satisfactory basis on which Iranian government

6Q

could raise money to finance equipments and mechanism
required under the terms of the contingency plan. Other
matter uhich arises in this respect is that whether the
pollution duty or charge, would be imposed to all ships
or just to tankers. In reality all ships could be cause
of oil pollution, for instance from bunkering operation
or discharge ballast from fuel oil tanks. Therefore the
duty has to be applied to all ships, with possibly tan
kers to be charge at a higher rate.
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PART lU.

--------------

THE PERSIAN GULF STATES AND THE
CONTROL OF MARINE POLLUTION
The Persian Gulf,is the most important oil exporting

region and therefore likely to be affected by pollution.
Oil and hydrocarbons being the most destructive of all
marine pollutants, it is not surprising that the Persian
Gulf has become one of the most polluted seas in the uorld
The Persian Gulf bordered by eight independent oil produ
cing States (Bahrain, Iran, Irag^ Kuuait, Omman, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates), is titled
"international oil highway" as about 60'/' of all the oil
carried by ships from all parts of the world (more than
one bilion tons a year) is exported from the Persian Gulf
region.
For the purpose of pollution control and fisheries the
Persian Gulf and the Gulf of uman are considered as one
unit and are usually referred to as "The Persian Gulf".

1.

SOURCES OF POLLUTION
Sources of marine pollution may be classified as land-

based pollutants, oil and oily mixtures, non-petroleum
pollutant substances and nuclear release.
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^ X
1.1

Land-based pollutants
Many States use the sea as a disposal area for uaste

products from the land as this seems to be the most ine
xpensive means of pollution control in the country and
there by reduces the expenses of national industries.
The Persian Gulf is a semi-enclosed sea and its waters
are constrained by the narrou"3trait of Hormuz at the out
let to the open sea. So, the possibility of cleansing by
sea flow is restricted. uJaste waters from industry and
household are directly fed into natural reserviors or riv
ers. As a result, most of existing surface water, as well
as parts of the coastal area in the Persian Gulf itself,
are already smelling of cloacae.

1.2

Oil and oily mixtures
On a global scale, of all pollutants oil and hydrocar

bons are recognised as ''the most destructive. Again, of the
persistent pollutants in the marine environment, oil is
found in the greatest quantities. The oil enering the seas
annually is estimated ti be sine 3.3 milion tons. The risk
of pollution caused by the transport of oil is very high
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as each year the oil carried by ships throughout the uorld
amounts to around one billion tons. •
In the Persian Gulf region, the transport of oil is by
far

the largest item of sea traffic. Ships at sea may leak

engine oil and greases, while tankers may uash their tanks
clean of residues and oil. Rost dramatic, of course, are
collisions.
Any collision of oil tankers in the shallow waters, of
the Persian Gulf causes serious harm to the marine and coa
stal areas. In such heavily travelled waters as the Persian
Gulf it is not passible to avoid tanker accidents completely
Elv^fT^with the most sophisticated technical systems of navig
ation and oil handling, oil can be dumped into the sea by
accident due to natural causes or human error. A ship can be
wrecked on a reef or leakage can appear during the loading
or unloading processes. The practical remedies are:
a) to "lock in" the oil (by spill beams or air barriers)
b) to use absorbants, emulsifiers, or
c) gelling, i.e. to add a chemical to the oil so that
it solidifies into a mass which can be dealt with
mechanically.
Pollution resulting from offshore petroleum operation is
the second worst offender. On a global scale the oil entering
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the seas as a result of offshore exploration and exploittation is estimated to be limited to 0.08 million tons.
This means that only about 2.04}? of the oil enering the
seas is the result of offshore operations. The percentage
may be higher in some oil-rich semi-enclosed seas such as
the Persian Gulf and to a lesser degree the North-Sea—cold
water and fast flowing currents in the east North Sea dis
poses of pollutants mush'more effectively thab the more
sluggish warm waters of the Persian Gulf.
The Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf (1958)
did not provide any particular device to combat the pollu-t
tion arising from the exploration and exploitation of the
sea-bed. Even now there is not as yet any international
convention in respect of pollution arising from offshore
installations. However, the risk of oil pollution in this
way is second only to pollution caused by the transport of
oil. The entire sea-bed of the Persian Gulf lies at a depth
of J^ss thab 100 fathoms and is very rich in oil and natural
gas. Offshore exploration and exploitation of oil has been
a continuing process within the jurisdiction of all Persian
Gulf States as early as 1949. According to a working paper
submitted by Iran to the International Conference on Plarine
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Pollution (1973) about 300-4Q0 sea oil uells uere in op
eration in the Persian Gulf at that time. It uas also
indicated that about one-tenth of the total Persian
Gulf production of crude oil came from offshore, addi
ng another cause for pollution. In recent years, of
course, the offshore oil operations hav/e been on the
increase in the Persian Gulf region. (I flO Doc. flP/Conf)
Despite this, there has been no co-ordinated regulatory
framework in force within the Persian Gulf region to
control oil pollution. This is most regrettable, espec
ially because the Persian Gulf has long been recognised
as a "special area" which requires the highest standards
to combat the pollution by oil.
nost offshore and onshore oil concessions, granted by
the Persian Gulf States, lack any prouisions concerning
oil pollution. The concessions merely facilited explor
ation and exploitation of oil and natural gas resources,
«

but did not provide any national or regional standard to
prevent and control pollution. Even the recent statutory
provisions promulgated by the Persian Gulf States merely
require the "safe practice of oil industry" standard.
This is contrary to the practice of the developed oil
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producing States which provide ample anti-pollution regulations in their exploration and exploitation permit.
Another principal source of pollution in the-'Persian
Gulf is the ballast discharge from tankers loading at
oil terminals around the Persian Gulf. In several main
ports the ballast uater is nowadays pumped into separate
floating tanks (e.g, old rebuilt tankers or land-based
tankers). At present when the polluted ballast water is
\
reciued it has to be separated and then destroyed. It
t

is hoped that the separated oil can in future be conve
rted into something that may be re-utilised.

1,3

Chmiiical pollutants
In general there has been little concern about chemi

cal pollution other than oil in the Persian Gulf, The
traffic volume of various types of chemicals has made
it viable to construct special tankers purposely design
ed for such cargo. Previously when the transportation of
chemicals was of minor magnitude, the products were nor
mally contained in barrels which in effect minimised the
risk of pollution.

Houever, in catalogues of pollution incidents as reported
in recent years,

the follouing figure prominently: lique-

fied gas, bulk and packaged chemical cargoes, munitions.
discarded pyrotechnics,

drugs and medicines. It is also
%

important to note that many of the non-pertroleum pollu
tants found in the sea or on shore are difficult to ide
ntify,

Canisters may be unmarked or the labels uashed

away.

1.4

Radioactiue pollution
One nf the sources of pollution in the Persian Gulf is

the effluence of cooling uatar from thermal or nuclear
power plants.
The marine environment is particularly vuluerable to the
release of nuclear waste in the high seas. The issue has
be

highlighted occasionally when radioactive wastes

have reappeared or have been accidintally recovered by
fishermen. For obvious reasons, semi-enclosed seas such
as the Persian Gulf are most unsuitable for nuclear re
lease. Radioactive wa'stes arise mostly from the nuclear
power fuel cycle.
Nuclear waste can be stored, or released to the environm
ent where, it is said it disperses and becomes greatly
diluted.

Nuclear disposal practices are subject to statutory aut
horisation, inspection and, in the case of the deep sea
disposal, international control and surveillance.
Besides international regulations governing the trans
port of radioactive materials, some regional organizations
and individual States have corresponding national regula
tions on nuclear energy transport and uaste.
\

At present, highly active uaste is stored for a feu years
in uater-cooled tanks before going to a reprocessing plant
The small amount of uaste uhich is left after reprocessing
is buired deep underground or under the deep sea-bed and
ocean floor. In future, the uaste uill be incorporated
into glass blocks in corrosion- resistant carristers.

X
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2.

"SPECIAL AriLA" STATUS
Annex I,II and \1 of the International Convention for the

Prevention of Pollution from Ships (1973) defined certain
geographical sea regions as "Special Areas" uhich merit
special mandatory methods for the prevention of different
types of pollution. Annex I is related to oil pollution,
Annex II to pollution by noxious liquid substances, and
Annex \l to pollu1:ion by garbage.
Regulation 10 (7)(b) of Annex I of the 1973 Convention
designates the Persian Gulf and the Gulf of Oman areas.
That is, sea areas where the discharage of oil by ships
will eventually be prohibited.
During the 1973 Conference, Iran agrued that there was no
need to provide reception facilities for tankers in the
Persian Gulf because nearly all of the incoming tankers,
coming from distant ports, have cleaned their tanks en
route, transfered the residues to slop tanks and discha
rge only clean ballast while loading at the Persian Gulf
crude oil loading terminals. Iran proposed that reception
facilities on a scale sufficient for the requirements of
those tankers returning form the ports in the Indian Ocean
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X'
should be provided at selected terminals in ports but
not at any of the sea islands or offshore terminals.

The Persian Gulf "Special Area" status.
The 1978 Conference adopted Protocols to the International
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from 3hips(l973)
and the International Convention for Safety of Life at Sea
(1974). These provide, inter alia, that neu tankers of
more than 20,ODD tons must be fitted uith segregated balla-.
st tanks, tohether^uith crude oil washing equipment and an
inert gas system. They also provide that existing tankers
of more than 40,000 tons must have either clean ballast
t

tanks, sf)gregated ballast or crude oil washing systems. All
ships between 1,000 and 10,000 tons must have radar and
those over 10,000 tons two radar systems. All tankers over
10,000 tons must have duplicated steering gear.

3.nUI\II Cl I’AL LAdS

In the Persian Gulf region, to date, Kuwait, Iran, Saudi
Arabia .ind Oman are the only coastal States which have
municipal legislatoin in force for the protection of the
marine environment against pollution.
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Iran, in Decombor, 1975,"temporari1y" extended its juri
sdiction, for the enforcement of the Iranian laus on
pollution control, to the limits of the superjacent wa
ters of Iran's containental shelf. On Feb. 14,1976 Iran
passed the "Act concerning Protection of the Sea and Fro"htier Rivers against Oil Pollution uhjich extended Iran's
jurisdiction to the outer limit of the continental shelf in
the Persian Gulf and at 50 miles from the base-points of
the territorial sea in the Gulf of Oman. Already in Octo
ber, 1973, Iran had extended it exclusive zone up to these
limits for fisheries purposes. The regulations enabled Iran
to control the maritime traffic in the Persian Gulf and
the strategically important Stait of Hormuz.
Section 2 of the Iranian Oil Pollution Act 1976 prohibits
any discharge of oil or oily mixtures in the frontier rivers
internal waters, the territorial sea, and the contiguous
zone. The provisions of this section cover not only all
Iranian and foreign ships but also any fixed or floating
offshore installation and any pipeline and oil reservoirs
whether offshore or onshore. A criminal offecne is committed
when the pollution results either from international disch
arge or negligence. A deliberate discharge of oil or oily
mixture is punishable by imprisonment for a period between

six months to tuo years or a fine between one million to
ten million Iranian rials. The penalty for negligent poll
ution is a fine not exceeding one million rials. The Iran
ian Naual and Gendarmerie personnel were empowered to ins
pect any ships within the 50 miles off the Iranian coast
in the Gulf of Oman and the outer limits of Iran's conti
nental shelf in the Persian Gulf proper and to inspect any
Iranian or foreign ships suspected of technical flows or
possible leakage in order to ensure the new standards and,
if necessary-, to take steps if oil pollution had occurred.
In addition, the National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC), the
responsible Governmental body for the oil and gas industrshown a consistent policy on oil pollution. Acco^
rding to the Petroleum Act 1974, the NIOC is responsible
for the conservation of the natural resources and also for
protection of the air, water and land environment. The Act
further states that the oil companies operating within
Iranian territory and/or continental shelf are bound to
observe all regulations announced and/or communicated by
the Iranian Government or the NIOC. The Iranian Ministry :
of oil , established after the

1979 Islamic Revolution,
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through the NIOCs Research Centre, has assumed responsib
ility for pollution control. The Research Centre had pre
viously helped oil industry planners in the choice of op
timum I'jqations for installations, design of smokestacks
and uasL.,- disposal methods. Air, soil and water in the
vicinity of all oil and patrochemical facilities were un
til

regularly monitored to make sure that oil operat

ions did not have adverse ecological effects. All the Aba
dan refinery, a new anti-pollution project, to recycle
spent sulphuric and freshen the air was in operation for
several years. The project was destroyed in October, 1000
as a result of Iraqi raids in Abadan, At present, Abadan
one of the biggest refineries in the world (507,000 barrels
per day capacity) is totally immobilised.
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4.

REGIONAL LEGAL FRAMEUORK

The problem of the increasing pollution in the Persian
Gulf has been a matter of concern to all littoral States.
In October, 1977, a multilateral conuention uas discussed
in Kuwait among all Persian Gulf States. The 1977 Confere
nce considered a co-ordinated programme to study pollutants
and their effects on sea life, development of environmental
management activities, water policies protected areas, and
industrial engineering. The Conference also debated a reg
ional convention for co-operation on the protection of the
marine .environment from pollution.
»

Article 3(a) of the Convention provides that the contracting
States should individually and jointly take all appropiate
measures to prevent abate, and combat pollution of the
marine environment in the Sea Area of- the Persian Gulf.
According to art 3(c) the Parties should establish .national
standards, laws, and regulations, as required for the eff
ective discharge of their anti-pollution obligations.
Furthermore, art 3(d) calls'for co-operation by the Parties
with all competent international, regional and sub-regional
organizations to establish and adopt reional standards.
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recommended practices and procedures from all sources.
To achieve this aim, art 16 of the Convention has est
ablished a Regional Organization for the Protection of
the narine Environment, based in Kuwait. This organiza
tion consists of a Council, comprised of the party States,
an envisaged Curidicial Commission, for the settlement of
unsettled disputes between the party States, and a Secr
etariat. The Convention stipulates detailed provisions
for combatting pollution from ships, pollution caused
by dumping from ships and aircraft, pollution from landbased sources, pollution resulting from exploration and
exploitation of the bed of the territorial sea and its sub
soil and the continental shelf, and pollution from other
human activities (art.4 to 8). The signatory States also
pl^ge to prevent pollution caused by outfalls and pipe
lines and resulting from land reclamation and associated
suction dredging and coastal dredging.

If it is not possible to establish regional co-operation
for preventing/combating/control/po'llution. Iran has to
established arrangement for its own contingency plan.

B4

PART U
ARRANGEMENT FOR NAVIGATION CHARTS,
NOTICE TO MARINERS AND NAVIGATIONAL
WARNINGS

There is not in Iran any arrangement to public charts
or notices to mariners and such publications are obtained
from the British Hydrographer of the Navy.
Navigational warning as and when necessary are broa
dcasted by the Department of Merchant Shipping through
Iranian Radio.

c
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PART Ml.
CARRIAGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS AND
RECOnnENDATION

It is estimated that more than 50 per cent of the
cargoes transported by sea today can be classed as dan
gerous or hazardous, and some of them may also be harm
ful to the environment. This includes products which are
transported in bulk such as solid or liquid chemicals and
other materials,

gases and products for and of the oil

refinery industry. Between 10 and 15 per cent Ro/Ro and
similar ships also fall within this classification.

As the world becomes increasingly industrialized and as
industry itself becomes ever more complex, so the transport
of dangerous substances will continue to rise and the list
of cargoes transported will grow. It is essential, if ship
ping is to maintain and improve its safety record, that such
cargoes are handled with the greatest possible care.

The carriage of Dangerous Goods is another one field
where the Department of Merchant Shipping has to give more
consideration, since there is no in our country any law or
regulation governs the carriage of such substances by sea or
for the handling them at the Ports of Iran,
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Iran by ratifying the International Convention for
Safety of Life at Sea I960 in the same time has underta
ken the obligation to produce the appropriate legal ins
trument to regulate the transportation of Dangerous Goods,
under the regulation l(d) of the chapter UII of the above
mentioned International Convention which states that "To
supplement the provisions of this Chapter each

Contracting

Government shall issue, or cause to be issue, detailed ins
tructions on the safe packing and stowage of specific dang
erous goods or categories of dangerous goods which shall
include any precautions necessary in their relation to other
cargo".
A part of the above obligation the following shows why it is
important and necessary, the carriage of dangerous goods to
be controlled.
In reality it is difficult to find a cargo carried by
ship which has no hazard --association with it.
ore, metal shavings,

Grain, coal,

rail way^-locomoti v’e, cotton, every item
T*

“■ »

has some history of endangering the safety of the ship and
therefore the human life and the invironment.
The regulations to be produced by the Department of flerchant
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Shipping in this respect, shall comply uith the requirements
of the International Conv/ention ot Safety of Life at Sea 1974/7B
In addition these regulations must be considered under
the neu concept introduced by a amendment to chapter l/I I of'
SOLAS 74/73 uhich rev/ises it and uill become into force
Internattionally from the 1st of May, 1980. This amendment
revises the existing text of chapter UII introduces among
others the follows two main innovation:
- The* Chapter UII applies not only to conventional ships
as before but also applies to ships, special designed
to carry dangerous goods.
- The introduction of requirements for the contruction
and equipment of ships carrying dangerous liquid ch
emicals in bulk and liquefied gases in bulk.

Therefore the Department shall deal uith three different
groups of dangerous goods.
I,

Dangerous goods to be carried in packages by conve
ntional ships
I

II.

Liquid chemicals

III.

Liquefied gases.
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As regards the carriage of goods included in the first
group, the regulations in order to be .in accordance with
the abQue International Convention must containe the following:

- General provisions
- Classification of Dangerous Goods
- Packing requirements
- Marking and labeling requirements
- Shipping documents
- Provisions for the acceptance of Dangerous goods for
transport by sea
- Stowage requirements
- Segregation of D.G.
- Requirements of carriage of dangerous goods in Passenger
ships
- Laboratory Chemicals and Medicinal preparations
carrying in small quantities
- .Application of rules
- Penalties
It is recommended that the contents of the rules included
in volume II of my progect,,may be utilized for the purposes
with some minor changes necessary to be suited to Iran legal
system. These rules or regulation will be produced under the
power given by the Merchant Shipping Law, which is recommended
to be produced.

CHAPTER UlII
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CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOnENDATIONS
Part I,

Preparation of Iranian Merchant Shipping Lau.

Uhile up-to-date Merchant Shipping legislation is a
condition precedent to maritime development and the eff
ective enforcement of appropriate maritime Safety Stand
ards, unfortunately in Iran, as any one can notice, such
legislation is far for being arJup-dated one. Therefore
this essential deficiency needs to be faced as a matter
of priority.
The Director of port and shipping organization hav
ing appreciated the above need has since 1981 sought
expertise assistance to revise and consolidate its mar
itime shipping legislation. So a Pakestanian expert,
having a uide experiance and knowledge both in maritime
ma;b'€ers and legal matters, was working from 1982 to 1983
on the subject and suggested a'draft to be studied, I
am not in position to know the proposals and recomendation which have been made, but I still believe that any
such proposed legislation must take into considerations
the specific circumstances and features of the Iranian
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merchant Shipping Fleet

together uith the Priorities

Laid-doun by the Gouernment policy as well as the legal
statuse in Iran.
Houewer the Iranian merchant Shipping Legislation
has to be consolidated in one principal

lau. Its abjec

tive needs to be
1.

Developmental;

2.

Regulatory; and

3.

In conforming uith relevant internati
onal lay or conventions;

Uith clearly and precisely uorded and effective san
ctions, Furthermore it uould govern all the matters uhich
fall into the activities and responssibilities of the
merchant Shipping Department as uell as matters related
to merchant Shipping in general.
The principal lau as above, shall cover in general
all the principle aspects uhich are in no need to changed
in a short time,

giving in the same time pouer to the

minister or to Counsil of ministers to produce detailed
regulations necessary to govern each specific field. In
this procedure, one uould avoid the process of producing
laus, uhich is usually a very length one, uhen and uhere

anything arises to need a legal arrangement,
Uith the above in mind is proposed that the following
matters may be include in the I ranian Merchant Shipping
Lau, as part'' or chapters or sec tions in the form of the
following suggested arrangement

PART

1.
2.
3.
4.

I

Short title and Commencement
Object and construction
Application of law
Definitions / Interpretations.

PART

II

ADMINISTRATION
(Appointement of statutory officials)

5,

Merchant Shipping Department and officials

6,

Director

7,

Surveyors of ships

0,

Radio inspectors

9,

Shipping Masters

10.

Investigation officers

11,

Receiver of Ureck
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PART III

REGISTRATION OF SHIPS-nORTGAGES- SALES

CHAPTER I ~

REGISTRATION OF IRANIAN SHIPS

12.

Iranian ships

13.

Obligation to ragister Iranian ships

PROCEDURE FOR REGISTRATION

CHAPTER II
14.

Survey and measurement of ship

15.

Marking of ship

16.

Application for registration

17.

Declaration in ownership on registration

10.

Evidence on first registration

19.

Entry of particulars in Register

20.

Documents to be retained by Registrar

21.

Port of Registration

22.

Power to Minister to give directions
for the non-registration of ships

CHAPTER III

CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRY

23.

Certificate of Registration

24.

Custody of certificate

25.

Penalty for use of improper certificate

26.

Power to grant new certificate
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27.

Provision f or loss of ce rtificate

28.

Endorsement of change of master on
certificate

29.

Endorsement of change of bunership on
certificate

30.

Delivery of certificate of ship, lost
or ceasing to be Iranian ouned.

31.

Provisional certificate f or becoming
Iranian ouned abroad.

CHAPTER l\l -

TRANSFER AND TRANSMISSION

32.

Transfer of ships or shares

33.

Declaration of transfer

34.

Registration of transfer

35.

Transmission of property in ship on
death, bankcuptcy, marriage etc.

36.

Order for sale on transmission to
unqualified person

CHAPTER

37.

Transfer of ship or sale by order of Court

38.

Pouer of Court to prohibit transfer

U -

MORTGAGES

CERTIFICATES OF MORTGAGES AND SALE
39.

Mortgage of ship or share

40.

Entry of discharged mortgage
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41.

Piority of mortgage

42.
44.

Mortgagee not treated as owner
Mortgagee to haue power of sale
Mortgage not affected by bank ruptcy

45.

Transfer of mortgages

46.

T rarismiss ion of interest in mortgage
by death, bankruptcy, ma rri age etc.

47.

Pouers of mortgage and s ale may be
conferred by certificate

48.

Requisite s for certifies tes of mortg age

43.

and sale
49.

Restricti ons on certificate s of mort gage
and sale

50.

Rules as to certificate of mortgage

51.

Rules as to certificates of sales

52.

Power of Registrar in ca se of loss
of certif icate of Mortgage or sale

53.

CHAPTER

Ml 54.

CHAPTER UII 55.

Revocatio n of certificat es ' of mortga ge
and sale.

NAME OF SHIPS
Rules as to name of ships

IRANIAN CHARACTER AND FLAG
Iranian character of ship,to be delcared
before clearance
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56,

Penalty for unduly assuming Iranian
character

57,

Penalty for concalment of Iranian or
assumption of foreign character

58,

Penalty for acquiring ounership if
unqualified

59,

Liabilities of ships not recognised
as Iranian ships

60,

Iranian colours for ships

61,

Penalty on ship not shouing colours

CHAPTER UIII

REGISTRATION OF ALTERATIONS AND
REGISTRATION ANEW

62,

Registration of alterations

63,

Regulations for registration of alternation

64,

Registration aneu on change of ounership

65,

Procedure for registration aneu

66,

Restriction on re-registry of abandoned
ships

CHAPTER IX -

DETERMINATION OF THE TONNAGE OF A
SHIP AND MATTER THERETO

67.

Tonnage of ships-Pouer to make regulation

68.

Tonnage O’ncB determined deemed to be the
tonnage

69.

Tonnage of a ship of foreign countries
adoptin g tonnage regulations
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X
CHAPTER

X -

70.

niSCELLANEDUS

Provision for cases of infancy or
other incapacity

71.

Notice of trusts not received

72.

Equities not excluded by lau

73.

Liability of ouners

74.

Special porvisions as to co-ounership
of ships

75.
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occasioned damage

355.
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356.
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357.
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358.
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365.

General pouer to exempt

366.

General pouer to make rules or regulations

367.

Provisons uith respect to such regulations

368.

Pouer to constitute committies to adv/ise
on rules,

regulations and scales of fees
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370.
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PART

XII

REPEALS AND SAVINGS

SCHEDULE
(ENACTMENTS REPEALED ETC)
The licensing of ,’jsmall craft (boats, pleasure yacht
speed boats) must be covered in a separety Part or -chapter
in this lau, as uell as provisions for the inspection of
same.
Having proposed the from of the Merchant Shipping
lau uhich I believe suits to the Ir-anian legal status I
have to mentions that a set of rules or regulation are
necessary to implement the same, as uell as the appropriate

documentation and forms required by the principle lau and
or regulations need to be produced and be available to all
parties concerned at the same time when the Merchant
Shipping lau enters into force.
A set of the relatiuely more important regulations
reffering mostly to the safety of ships, survey and cert
ification, manning, composition of the creu, as uell as
to the certification of officers and creu, is included
in volume II of the present project. I sincerely believe
that these regulations uith some minor changes, in order
to conform to the Iranian legal statures are by all view,
ready to cover all the essential dificiencies of the
Iranian legislation.
A list of those propsed regulations is given belou,
in respectively turn as in l/olume III are presented:-
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III
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VI

Regulations for Preventing Collission
at Sea
Cargo ship construction and Survey Req
Passenger ship Construction Regulations
Life Saving Appliances regulations
Fire-fighting regulations
Non-conventional ship Safety
Certificates regulations

II

Mil

Radio installations Regulations
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XIII
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.Tonnage Regulation
Rules for Use of Distress Signals
Pilot Laderns and hoists regulation
Official log-book LJarning Regulations
Navigational Equipment Regulation
Navigational Darning Regulations
Reg. re:- Carriage of Nautical Publication
Ref., re:- Closing of Opening and
Uaterfight bulkheads
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XUI
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XUII

II

XUIII

II

XIX

II

XX
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XXI
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XXII

II

XXIII

II

XXI u

II

xxu

II

XXUI

Anchor and chain calbe regulation
Masters regulation
Reg. for the carriage of deck cargo
Reg, for the carriage of dangerous goods
Ref, for the carriage of grain
Creu accommodation reg.
Medical scales regulation
Apprenticeship to Sea Service req.
Load-Line regulations
Reg. for the certification of A.B.s
Reg, for the certification of skippers
and second hands

II

XXUII

II

XXUIII

Reg. for the certification of Deck Officers
Reg, for the certification as Marine
Engineers,.

Part 2.

STRUCTURE OF SAFETY AOmNISTRATION

In this part of my project I shall deal exclusively
uith the organization of the Department of Merchant
Shipping and particularly uith the section dealing uith
safety matters, since the structure and the organiza.tion
of the section engaged,on matters pertaining ' to the
Registration of Iranian ships and economic matters,
performs its duties satisfactorly.
Having in mind that for the arrangements for safety
of ships and pollution control, an administration uill
deal uith its oun ships and foreign ships visiting
national Ports, acting as a Port State, the number of
surveyors required and the balance of them engaged betueen the Flag State and Port State activities uill depend
upon the number of ships sailing under its flag,

the

length of its coastline and the amount of survey and
inspection uork delegated to non-government organizations.
It is uell knoun that no Administration irrespective of
hou uell established is and hou many surveyors it has
employed, can fulfil all its obligatoin under the Internat
ional Conventions and national legislation regarding the

safety of its ships the protection of the enviroment as
well as creu matters uithout emplying classification
societies to act on tis behalf.
Generally an Administration delegates to the Classif
ication Societies the functions which arise from the
responsibility as Flag State (Statutory Certificates),
leaving the Port State control and general surveys and
inspections to be exercised by its own officials.

But

even then the delegation of such functions to Classifi
cation Societies does not relieve the Administration
of its obligation which is specified clearly in regula
tion* 6(e) of the Protocol of 1978, relating to the Inter
national Convention for the Safety of Life at sea 1974,
which states that:" In every case the administration shall fully guarantee
the completeness and efficiency of the inspection
and survey and shall undertake to ensure the necessary”

Therefore in addition to the functions which an Admin
istration has left to be undertaken by its own surveyors,
the functions pertaining to the control and co-ordination
of the Classification Societies work have to be added.
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Iran follouing the above acceptable proceedure, as
mentioned earlier , has delegated to various Classifi
cation Societies not only functions in respect of Flag
State responsibilities but also other functions relating
to the registration of Iranian ships etc.
The Iranian Government in order to discharge its
obligations in respect of Port State control, general
surveys and inspections as well as co-ordination and
control of the Classification Society work, needs to emp
loy

adequate Marine Surveyors and the duties of such

surveyors should be to adt/ise the government on technical
matters, surveys and inspections on board Iranian ships
in Iran and else where, and on board foreign ships while
in Iran as well as the investigation into shipping casu
alties and into deficiency reports'involving Iranian ships
when recived.
Having in mind-

the number of Iranian ships the functions

which have been delegated to the classification societies
and the fact that Iran.has only 4 ports in Persian Gulf,
where the Port State control can be exercised,
arises: why the Department of MSA doesht

the question

effectively

discharge its obligation as regard state control, general
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inspections

through

its oun Government surveyors.

The ansuer is directly linked uith the follouing:
.1, The present Maritime Legislation uhich
dosen't allou the effective performance
of the above duties,
2. The over-estimation of the role of the
Classification Societies uithout taking
into consideration the particular comm
ercial relation ship betueen them and
shipowners, in connection uith the sim
ultaneous understimation of the role
and the ability of the government surveyors,

3, The insufficient organization of the
section of the Department dealing uith
safety matters in general and or the
engagement of the marine surveyors in
duties other than in normal duties,
Hou can one organize the safety section (safety Administ
ration)

by utilizing the existing resources uithin the

Department, is the subject uhich I will try to deal uith
hoping that I uill reach a satisfactory solution.
As it is mentioned earlear, in consideration of the
arrangement for safety and pollution control an Administ
ration uill be concerned uith its oun ships acting as flag-
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State and foreign ships acting as a Port State,

Further more its marine surveyors have to deal uith
the investigation into shipping casualties crew matters,
training and examination of national seafarers and uith
technical advice to Government on safety matters and the
ratification and implementation of the International mar
itime conventions as uell as regarding the issuing of
exceptions.
yHauing in mind the extent of the duties which the government surveyors in the Department of Merchant Shipping
would be called to perform, it is recommended that:
I,

Four Marine Surveyor must be posted in Port of
Abbass performing the following duties:
—Survey and inspection of Irpnian and foreign
ships of all sizes
—Inspection survey and licensing of small crafts
—Survey related to the registration of Iranian
ships
—Admiralty Marshal duties
—Seamen complaints
—Investigation into shipping casualties involving
Iranian or foreign ships taken place in Port of
Abbas.
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Further more the same surveyor uould have the time to
discuss technical matters.with the Director or the Mini
stry, or assist the Director in the performance of his
duties as Registrar of Iranian ships.

II.

Tuo'maritime surveyor must be posted in BandarKhomiani engaging on the same duties as the sur
veyors in Port of Abbass.

III.

One maritime surveyor must be posted in Bandar
Bushehr, engaging on the same duties as the
surveyors in Bandar Abbass and Bandar Khomaini.

l\l.

One marine surveyor must be posted in the hea
dquarters of the Department in Tehran dealing
with the following;
- investigation into shipping casualties
uhich occur abroad involving Iranian

X

ships as uell as into deficiency reports
received from other administration.
- Creu matters, including manning of ships.
In this regard,

this surveyor must be •

assisted by clerical staff.
- Checking the copies of certificates rec
eived from Classification Societies as
regards surveys and certification of
Iranian ships.
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- Assist the Director in technical matters
including exemptions.

U,

One Marine Surveyor (naval architect), posted
also in Tehran dealing uith
- Exemptions required by shipowners
- Study of International Safety conventions
- Assists the Director and the nautical
surveyors in Engineering and technical
matters.

As regards the training and certification of Iranian
seafarers when the appropriate michanism will be estab
lished then would be a need for one more’ marine surveyors
to be engaged in the headquarters' but as it is the situa
tion at present there is no need requiring such an employment,
I believe that with the aforsaid arrangements the Depar
tment would be able to discharge its obligations under the
agreed International Conventions regarding the Administra
tive and Safety matters on Iranian ships as well as foreign
ships calling Iranian ports.
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The problem nou is confined, hou Iranian Gov/ernment
could ensure that ships-flying its flag, trading mainly'
world wide are operated at high standards in accordance
with the agreed International Conventions, The problem
could be solved by posting number of Government surveyors
in various geographical points. It appears reasonable
that the decision on such points be based on the frequ
ency of calls of Iranian ships in foreign ports but this
is not sufficient.
In deciding where Iranian surveyor shall be positioned,
Iranian Government shall take into account the various
existing local proceedures for surveying foreign ships,
followed by local Administrations in national or regional
manner and further more Iran must use the service given
by those procedures for its own advantages.
By saying this I refer to the ecisting system which
has been agreed to be followed by the Administraions of
the Northern European'* Countries (nemorandum of Understan
ding) for surveying ships visiting their ports, as well as
the arrangements followed for that purpose by the U,S,
Coast Guard, Canadian Coast Guard and Australian naritime
Administration, etc.
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Having in mind uhat exactly happens in the ports of

^tY)B aforsaid countries as regards safety matters, it is

I

sure that a Iranian shipouner uill think tuice before
sending his ship to those ports, if it is sub-standard
or not in compliance with the International safety
standards.

But even then suppose that a sub-standard

or with other deficiencies Iranian ship calls at a port
of those as above countries, there is a certainly that
this ship uill be inspected and examined by the officials
of the local Maritime Administration despite the existance
or not of Iranian surveyor in this particular port.
Therefore, Iran having limited, resources, as regards
marine surveyors, has to use the services given by those
countries to ensure that ships flying its flag calling
their ports are safe and uell maintained according the
International Conventions and other instruments.

Further more,

these maritime Administrations as above

. could be requested by Iranian authority to occasionally
survey Iranian ships. Jhese surveys uould not be consider

I
I

as Port State control according SOLAS 74, but as survey
requested by the national authority according to the reg.
13 of the chapter I of SOLAS 74. Relevant instrument is
the IMO Resolution A 466 (XIl)

(Procedures for the control

of ships), which states the possibilities in this respect.

i
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The above solution is more convinient that to appoint.

Considering the above it is recommended that more
attention must be given to ships engaged on voyages in
the India Ocean and China Sea.

It is obvious that uith

the existing resources it not possible for Iranian Gover
nment to cover all the countries included uithin the

•

aforsaid areas, but knowing the rfiajor ships routes, it
is recommended that the two more suitable points for
'Iranian surveyor to be positioned are Suez and Singapore.
By having Iranian surveyors posted at Suez, all Iranian
ships engaged between Persian Gulf and Europe or,

East-

Coast of Africa or North-Uest Coast and East-Uest Coast
of Africa will be inspected by the Iranian surveyor when
passing Suez Cannal. In.the same time all Iranian ships
engaged on voyages within the Indian Ocean and East Asia
or those places and South—Uest Coast of Africa and Australia
will be inspected by the Iranian surveyor posted in Singa
pore, since there is no other Commercial rute to be
followed except the rute passing through Singapore Strait.
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PART III;
RECOnENDATION ON THE SURUEY3 OF SHIPS UNDER
___

IRANIAN

FLAG
i

As I mentioned in part I oF chapter lU,

the survey

and inspection is most important Function oF FISA in every
country to ensure the saFety oF liFe at sea, saFety oF
navigation and the protection oF Flarine Environment, To
achive that,

the Iranian Government should be provided

with rules, regulation and guidlines, uhich must comply
with the SOLAS Convention.

For that purpose the Following guidlines could be uti
lized For carrying oF such surveys.
In Iran surveys shall be carried out by;

surveyors nominated by PSO;
'

y

classiFication societies authorised by PSO;
to contracting governments in case the PSO
is requesting them to.

Survey shall be divided to three diFFerent groups as
Follou;
surveys For saFety at sea
survey to prevent the pollution oF uaters
surveys oF chemical and gastankers.

I
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Each group is formed of following periodical surveys:

Initial survey
Periodical survey
Mandatory annual survey
Intermediate survey
Additional survey
Periodical surveys are based on the inspections of four
different sections of the ship:
Inspection of the construction
Machinery
Radio installations must be(carried out by
Post and Tele . Administration)
Inspection of seaworthiness.

In this

connection the Surveyor must make sure that
all the other inspections have been carried
out and that all the necessary documents
have been written and signed.

Sea Safety Surveys on Convention ships
All passengerships and cargo ships of 500 tons grosstonnage
and over are Convention ships if they are used to interna
tional voyages.
These ships are surveyed at intervals in following order:

i

"lust be done before the ship is
placed into operation under Iranian flag or
before it is placed into run again remarkable
repairs or changes. The v/essels which are alr
eady operating must be surveyed when they need
neu safety construction certificate.
These ships are usually classed by a Classifi
cation Society and, if the Society is authori
zed by PSD,

the inspection of construction is

done by the Society in Iranian ports and also in
foreign ports,
Societies:

(so far ue have two authoritized

Lloyd's Register of Shipping and

Germanisher Lloyd's).
As to the inspection of machinery and seaworth
iness in Initial survey,

they must performed

by the nominated surveyors.
The list of the objects to be inspected is in
Annex 1.

to be done annually to all
passenger ships in international trade and in

domestic trade to ships of 500 tons grosstonnage
or more it shall be done to safety equipment at
tuo years intervals and to construction at five
years intervals. The bottom, houever, must be
inspected at the latest three years after prev
ious periodical survey or Initial survey.
The periodical survey is formed.of same items than
the Initial survey and to construction shall be
done by authorized Classification Society (if the
vessel is in Society) in Iran ore other ports.
Society can also perform the inspections of mach
inery and seaworthiness in foreign ports, but it
can houever, also be done by nominated surveyors
if the owner asks that. In Iranian ports only nominated surveyors can carry out the inspections
of machinery and seaworthiness for periodical
survey. List of objects. Annex 2.

Mandatory annual surve^j_ it shall be done annually,
except to ships that are due to have Periodical
survey. This survey is formed of visual examination

of construction, machinery and seaworthiness and
shall be done by surveyors of machinery and seauorthiness together.
In foreign ports it can also be performed by aut
horized Classification Society.

* This survey is for tankers
at least ten years of age instead of Mandatory
annual survey. It shall be done to equipment by
the surveyors of machinery and seaworthiness app
lying the instructions of the Periodical survey.
In foreign ports it can also be done by authori
zed Classification Society.
The ship's bottom must be checked outside between
two and three years after previous periodical
survey.

The bottom can also be inspected before

the Intermediate survey and it is done by author
ized Classification Society.

Additional survey must be carried out;
When the PSD demands it.
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When an accident has taken place or has been
found a defect which has an effect to ship*s
safety or to the efficiency and perfectness
of its life saving appliances or other equip
ment.
L/hen remarkable repairings or renewings have
been carried out on board.
As to the extent of the Additional survey,
give the instructions case by

the PSD shall

case.

The surveys for preventing the Pollution from Ships

In addition to the surveys for Sea Safety must all
ships be surveyed to prevent the pollution of waters.
These surveys shall be carried out always when possible
simultaneously with the Sea Safety surveys. They can
also be done separately if necessary.
If these surveys are not carried out at the same time
surveys and also they are formed of inspections of
construction, machinery and seaworthiness. To classed
ships they are done by authorized Classification Societies
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The surv/eying of Chemical- and Gastankers

These ships are surveyed at same intervals than the
cargo ships
Initial survey
Periodical survey
Mandatory annual survey
Intermediate survey
Additional survey
These surveys contain Sea Safety and pollution prev
ention parts like in other ships and also they shall
formed of inspections of construction, machinery and
seaworthiness.
It is recomended that, PSD authorized the classifi
cation Societies to carry out the surveys of Chemical
and Gastankers as to their special arrangement.
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CARGO SHIPS
The surv/eying of small ships (other than Conv/ention ships)

Non Convention ships uhich are in international trade,
shall be classed by classification Society^ such survey
must be carried out in sam manner than to convention ships.
Not classed ships are surveyed by nominated surveyors
and they are carried out generally same uay than to other
ships. These ships can be divided into three main categories:
1.

Other than Convention ships in International trade and
ships of at least 500 tons grosstonnage in domestic trade.
-

Initial survey must be carried out before the ship is
placed into operation or after remarkable repairs or
changes,

-

Periodical survey consists of same inspections than
the Initial survpy and it shall be done to equipment
at tuo years intervals and to construction at fii/e
years intervals. The bottom, however, must be survey
ed outside at the latest three years after previous
Initial or Periodical survey.

-

Mandatory annual survey. All three sections (construtction, machinery and seaworthiness) are inspected
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having a look at the objects and should be done
by the surveyors of machinery and seauorthiness.
Intermediate survey must be done to tankers at
least ten years (or more) of age instead of Nandatory annual survey. The equipment is inspected
by the surveyors of machinery and seauorthiness
applying the instructions of Periodical survey.
The bottom of the ship must be inspected outside
2- 3 years after previous Initial or Periodical
survey and it can be carried out before Intermed
iate survey.
Additional survey must be carried out;

“ when the PSO demands it.
— when an accident has taken place or has
been found a defect which have an effect
to ship s safety or to the efficiency and
perfectness of its life saving appliances
or other equipment.
— when remarkable repairings or renewings
have been carried out on board.
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As to the extent of the Additional suruey, the PSD
shall give the instructions case by case.

2.

Cargo Ships of at least 150 tons but less than 500

,

tons grosstonnage in Domestic trade.
-

Initial suruey must be carried out before the
uessel is placed into traffic or after remarkable
repairs or changes. It shall be consists of ins
pections of construction, machinery and seawort
hiness.
Periodical survey consists .the same inspections
than the Initial survey and it should be done at
five years intervals.
P'landatory annual survey. All three sections (cons
truction, machinery and seauorthiness) are inspec
ted by having a look at the objects and it is ca
rried out by the surveyors of machinery and seauo
rthiness.
Intermediate survey must be done to tankers at least
ten years (or more) of age instead of Mandatory
annual survey. The equipment should be inspected by

the surveyors of machinery and seauothiness applying
the instructions ■of Periodical survey. The bottom
of the ship must be inspected outside 2-3 years af
ter previous Initial or Periodical survey.and it can
be carried out before Intermediate survey.
Additional survey must be carried out:
- when the PSD demands it.
- when an accident has taken place or has
been found a defect uhich have an effect
to ship's safety or to the efficiency
and perfectness of its life saving appl
iances or other equipment.
- when remarkable repairings or reneuings
have been carried out on board.
As to the extent of the Additional survey,

the PSD shall

give the instructions case by case.

Cargo Ships smaller thah 150 tons grosstonnage and
Administrative Ships.
Initial survey must be carried out before the ship is
placed into traffic or after remarkable repairs or
changes.

It consists of inspections of construction
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machinery and seauorthiness, but to ships of maxi
mum 15 metres of length it is done by one surveyor.

Periodical survey consists of same inspections than
the Initial survey and it is carried out at five
years intervals. For max.

15 metres long ships it

is done by one surveyor.

Mandatory annual survey shall be carried out at tuo
years intervals. This survey is done by having a
look at objects. For ships max.

15 metres long it

is done by one surveyor and to ships Idnger than 15
metres by the surveyors of machinery and seauorthiness.

NOTE.
Surveys for ships of length max 15 metres must carried out
by the surveyor of fishing vessels or by such surveyor of
machinery or seaworthiness who has shown in his district
to the Inspector of Navigation that he can take care of the
task.

Annex
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INITIAL SURVEY
1

Guidelines on inspections of construction, machinery and
seaworthiness.
Seaworthiness.

1.

The inspection is carried out in two parts.

Parts of construction
-

the condition and watertightness of

-

portholes

^

ventilation pipes

-

airpipes and sounding pipes-to cargo spaces and tanks

-

flowing pipes and holes

-

watertight doors and ways on the weather deck

-

hatchways—^ watertighness

-

constructions and machineries of life-saving Appliances.
For instance; the hulls of lifeboats engines (starting
it) and lowering and hoisting devices.

2.

Parts of equipment
-

anchoring devices

-

mooring devices, ropes
gangways and other embarkation arrangement

Annex
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-

pilot ladders and - elevators

-

navigation devices and - publications sea eharts,
notices to mariners and so on included

-

log-books

-

life-saving appliances and equipment

-

manning, qualifications (certificatesrof competency)

-

hospitals and medicin lockers
navigation lights, shapes,

signal flags (including

the International code of Signals) and sound signall
ing equipment
-

radio installation (checking of certificates) and
movable radio apparatus.

-

testing of emergency lighting and general alarm system

-

testing of steering arrangement (function)

-

testing of battening arrangements (hatchu/ays, manuays)

-

iternal contact-keeping devices

-

testing of main engines commandind arrangements in
navigation bridge.

Ascertaining of running extension and possible limits
Load lines and draught marks

Instructions to the surveyor (seaworthiness)
stability:

concerning ships

Annex
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1.

Ships in Short International trade and Uorld Uide
trade.
On board a vessel must be definite up-to-date infdrmations of sta’|Dility and they must be approved by
P.S.O.

The existence and up-to-dateness of the informations
is to be inspected aluays uhen carrying out Initial,
Periodical, Mandatory annual or Intermediate survey.
They must also be inspected when remarkable repairs
or changes have been done.
Uhen carrying out the Initial survey to a neu ship
the surveyor may accept preliminary

information of

stability (without inclination experiment) if they
are approved by P.S.O.
Uhen a sscon-hand ship is bought from abroad, the
surveyor can accept the stability information appr
oved by the Administr-ation of the previous flag. He
must, however, inform the master that they shall not
be accepted in next survey.

Annax 1.
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Ships in Inner trade
Ships in Inner traffic are usually free from incli
nation experiment except passenger ships where the
spaces for passengers are in tuo or more levels.
The surveyor can, however, due to unusual construc
tion or using purpose order the inclination experi
ment to any vessel in Inner if he finds it necessary.
Above mentioned must be taken into account during the
Initial survey and after remarkable repairing or
renewing works.

The surveyor of seaworthiness must not confirm the
seawothiness of the ship before he has made sure about
that the inspections of machinery, construction and
radio installations have been carried out and that the
ship has been found seaworthy also of these parts.
In addition he must check that all surveying documents
have been issued and signed.

Inspection of Machinery
the ship is built and equipped according to the
approved drawings (approved by PSO)

Annex
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all materials and their measurements are according
to the demands
the workmanship is according to the Sea Safety
demands

Special inspection is sone to
propulsion and auxiliary machineries
-

the starting arrangements of propulsion and auxi
liary machinery

-

steering gears

-

electrical installations

-

pumping arrangements and their security systems

-

pipes, piping arrangements, taps,

-

fire fighting systems and appliances and specially

v/alv/es

their location
-

the inspection of the capacity of propulsion mach
inery and testing of control devices

-

determining the total pouer (capacity) of generators.
The result is written into survey document of surv. eillance book.

In connection of machinery inspection the surveyor has to
check that the surveys of boilers, have been carried out.

Annex
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Uhen carrying out Initial survey on board ship^ classified
by Authorized Classification Society the nominated surveymachinery and seauorthiness) must inspect that all
materials, devices, arrangements and equipment have been
appropved by the Society. The surveyors of machinery and
seauothiness fill to the columns of surveillance book.

Inspection of construction (hull)

List of objects to other than classified ships.
A complete inspection is done to
-

side plating (the thickness is measured uhen necessary)
keel and girders

-

bilge uells
zinc protectors
propeller

-

shaft, bearings

-

rudder

-

bottomvalves, packing (surface)

-

portholes

-

mooring devices
anchoring devices

-

closing and opening arrangements of hatch covers

Annex 1.
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-

closing and opening arrangements of ramps

-

ventilation pipes

-

scuppers and - pipes
decks

-

deck structures

-

hatch covers, casings, skylights

-

air and soundingpipes
masts, riggings,

tacklings

-

deck beams

-

frames and stringers

-■

/bulkheads

-

watertight apertures in bulkheads

-

watertight doors

-

double bottom

-

floor plates and keelsons

-

tanks

-

engine seats

-

bilges

-

accepted or not accepted to wintertraffic (to navigate
in ice),

Annex
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Survey of radio installations
The surveyors of radio installations are nominated by
Post and Tele Administration, but as to the.questions of
SOLAS- regulations, they are under the supervision of
the Port and Shipping Organization,

uhich issues the

Radio certificates based to the raport of surveyor.

Annex 2.
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periodical

SURl/EY

Guidelines on inspections of construction, machinery and
seaworthiness.
The inspection of seauGythiness:

Same objects of construction and equipment than in Initial
surwey. In addition a lifeboat drill must be carried out
and the equipment of lifeboats must be inspected.
Inclination experiment is not necessary if any remerkable
repairing or renewing works have not been done.
The surveyor of seaworthiness must not confirm the ship
seawothy before he has made sure about that all other ins
pections have been carried out and that the ship has been
found seaworthy of these parts too. He has, to check also
that all surveying documents have been issued and signed.

Inspection of machinery
In other than classified ships and in Iranian Ports also
classified ships are inspected to make sure about
-

that the inspections of boilers and other pressure
vessels have been done.

Annex
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propulsion and auxiliary machineries, steering
gears, pumps, draining arrangements and-pipes
taps, values and other equipment is opened and
cleaned from necessary places at least at inter
vals of 10000 running hours. Hou extent is the
opening and cleaning operation is ordered by the
surveyor of machinery.
The opening of machineries is not

obliged to be

done more often than at five years intervals even
uhen there are more than 10000 running hours if
that is not necessary in surveyors opinion.
In separate cases the National Board of Navigation
may accept opening periods longer than 10000 hours
or 5 years. In ships of max enginepouer of 350 ku
the machineries must be opened only if the surve
yor of machinery is demanding it.

electric installations (and inspection of isolations)
inspection of generators total capacity. The result
must be written into survey document or surveilla
nce book.

Annex 2.
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The control arrangements of propulsion machinery must be
tested. All pumps shall be started and their readiness to
act shall be tested.
Particular attention must be paid to Fire Fighting Appli
ances. Fire pump is started and a trial is done on upmost
deck to find out that there is enough pressure and that
there is coming

enough water for efficient extinguishing.

All portable fire estingnishers and other portable fire
fighting appliances as well as fire hoses and their coup
lings must be checked and renewed when necessary. All arr
angements must be according to the safety plan.
In connection with inspection must be held a fire fighting
drill and when necessary a portable extinguisher must be
discharged.
If hooks or other devices have been installed to fire doors
to keep the-doors open and there is no possibility to rel
ease them by remotecontrol,

the hooks or other devices must-

be taken away.
Fire Alarms and Fire Detection systems, main fire pipe,C02i
fixed foani, halon,

ventilation and quick-closing arrangements

Annex
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3nd^i reman s outfits must be inspected carefully. The
surveyor must also verify that drauings, devices, arran
gements and equipment are thoroughty similar uith those
described in surveillance book.
In other than Iranian ports must the surveyor if Classifi*:
cation Society (in classified ships)
machineries, pumps and so

to verify that devices

on are corresponding those

described in surveillance book.

Inspection of construction (hull)

The ship is docked or the bottom is inspected uhen the ship
is in the uater using method approved by the National Board
of Navigation, The hull (outside plating) is cleaned if
necessary.
Inspection is done to check:
(List of objects to other thab classified ships. A complete
inspector is done to)
-

side plating (the thickness is measured uhen necessary)

-

keel and girders

-

bilge uells

Annex
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-

zinc protectors
propeller

-

shaft, bearings.

The propeller shaft at 5 years int

ervals, In administrative ships at 10 years intervals
and in passenger-ships less than 500 tons (grossfconnage)
in domestic trade at 6 years intervals. In ships of max
350 ku propulsion machinery capacity the shaft must,
however, been pulled out only if the surveyor demands
it,

X

Qhen found necessary the National Board of Navigation can
accept for shaft pulling periods longer than 5, 6 or 10 years

rudder
bottomvalves, packing (surface)
portholes
mooring devices
anchoring devices
closing and opening arrangements of hatch covers
closing and opening arrangements of ramps
ventilation pipes
scuppers and pipes
deck s
deck structures
hatch covers, casings, skylights
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air and soundingpipes
masts,

riggings,

tacklings

deck beams
frames and stringer,s
bulkheads
watertight pertures in bulkheads
watertight doors
double bottom
floor platers and keelsons.
tanks ( shall be emptied out if necessary)
engine seats
bilges

Annex 3
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MANDATORY ANNUAL SURV/EY
Mandatory annual survey is formed of having a look at con
struction, machinery and seaworthiness and it is carried
Out by the surveyors of machinery and seaworthiness.

Inspection of seaworthiness
navigation lights and signalling arrangement
compasses and navigation instruments, publications
-

pilot ladders and elevators
life-saving appliances and emergency ways
(and their markings)
hoisting gears and gangways
load lines and draught marks

-

manning and certificate.s

-

anchoring arrangements

-

mooring arrangements
hospital and medicin locker

-

air- and sounding pipes

-

the battening devices of hatchways and small
watertight hatches

-

watertight doors.

Annex 3.
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Inspection of machinery
-

fire Fighting arrangemetns in cargo spaces, engine
room and accommodations

-

machineries, steering gears, drainage and electric
arragements are inspected to make sure that they are
in same condition as found in previous inspection

-

pump rooms

-

generators, spare pouer sources, illumination

-

bilge arrangements

-

drinking uater arrangements
waste oil collecting and coupling ashore (on deck)

-

to ensure that the inspections of boilers, other 3
pressure vessels have been carried out.

In foreign ports dan nandatory annual survey be carried out
also by Classification Society.

Annex 4,
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INjPCRPIEDIATE SURREY

Intermediate surv/ey is done to tankers 10 years or more of
age.
Inspection of seauorthiness
Instructions of periodical suruey is applied.
In addition is inspected
entrance into safety nets (in masts)
-

tuo gas meters (double scale in other—one)
portholes, skylights and other openings

-

gas alarm, ventilation in uorking spaces

-

cargo lines,

valves, ullage pipes,

tank openings

must be painted uith different colours
inert gas arrangements.
Inspection of machinery
cargo and fuel oil pipes, air pipes
-

pumping arrangements

-

hoods (spark arresters)
electrical arrangements in places liable to gas.

In foreign ports this survey can be done also by
Classification Society.
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ADDITIONAL SURVEY
Additional survey must be carried out:
—

when the National Board of Navigation demands it.

“

when an accident has taken place or has been found a
defect which has an effect to ships safety or to the
effeciency and perfectness of its life saving applia
nces or other equipment.

-

when remarkable repairings or reneuings have been
carried out on board.

As to the extent of the Additional survey, the Port and
Shipping Organization shall give the intructions case by
case.
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PASSENGER SHIPS
Surv/eying oP small ships (other than Conv/ention Ships)

1,

Passenger ships less than 500 tons grosstonnage'engaged
in Domestic trade.
-

Initial survey must be carried out before the vessel
is placed into traffic or after remarkable repairs
or changes. .For vessels already operating it is done
uhen the next survey of construction uill be done
after 10.9.1086. It consists of inspections of cons
truction, machinery and seauorthiness.

-

Periodical survey consists the same inspections than
the Initial survey and it is done at five years int
ervals ,

-

riandatory annual survey. All three sections (const
ruction, machinery and seauorthiness) are inspected
by having a look at the objects and it is carried out
by the surveyors of machinery and seauorthiness.
If,the vessel is more than 20 years old and it is used
to Uinter traffic the bottom must be inspected outside
annually.

Additional survey must be

carried out:

uhen the National Board of Navigation demands it
uhen an accident has taken place or has been
found a defect which have an effect to ships
safety or to the efficiency and perfectness
of its life saving appliances or other equipment
uhen remarkable repairings or reneuings have
been carried out on board

As to the extent of the Additional survey, the National
Board of Navigation shall give the instructions case by
case
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^ ,/Purvey of fishing vessels

The Iranian ships of at least 6.5 m and maximum 27.5 m
registered length uhen used to fishing on Rersian Gulf
and Gulf of Oman, shall be surveyed every 3rd year if
there is not any reason to require it earlier.
The survey must be consists inspections of construction
machinery and seauorthiness and it shall carried out by
one surveyor uhich shall be nominated by the PSO.
A fishing vessel can also be classified by Classificat
ion Society. In such cases the Society is arranging the
surveys.

I
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INSPECTION OF SEAWORTHINESS
The surueyor has to check the:
- certificate of registry
- certificate of registered length or tonnage certificate.
- fishing passport
- logbook of fishing vessels
As -to equipment and life-saving appliances the following
demands must be fulfilled
- navigation lights, shapes and sound signals according
to the International Regulations for Preventing
Collisions at Sea (latest issue)
steering compass so installed that the deviation can
be retained within the’ reasonable limits
necessary sea charts needed for the intended traffic
area
binocular
barometer, clock
log and lead line (+ lead)
6 parachute rockets (red)
-radio receiver
- necessary nautical publications
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- a boat or liferaft containing sitting places for all
possible persons on board
- life-jackets for all persons

’

- 2 lifebuoys (the other with selfigniting light)

The follouing equipment is required on the boat
- hand ropes from side to side (under the keel)
- an oar for ouery roulock
- rudder or steering oar
- painter
- bucket or baler

In liferaft is required the follouing equipment
- one buoyant rescue quoit, attached to at least 30
metres of buoyant line;
- for liferats uhich are permitted to accommodate not
more than 12 persons; one knife and one baler; for
liferats uhich are permitted to accommodate 13
persons or more; tuo kniv/es and two* balers;
- tuo sponges;
^ tuo sea-anchors, one permanently attached to the
liferafit and one spare;
- tuo paddles;
- in inflatable liferafts one repair outfit capable of
repairing punctures in buoyancy compartments;
one topping-up pump or belious in inflatable life raf ts;
one rustproof graduated drinking
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- one daylight signalling mirror and one signalling
whistle;
- six hand flares of an approved type, capable of
giving a bright red light;
- one set of fishing tackle;
- one copy of the illustrated table of lifesaving
signals referred to in rule 16 of Chapter \l in
Safety Convention.

In fishing vessel there roust be a sleeping place isolated
against moisture apd isolated f rom machinery and cargo
spaces. The room must be illuminated and equipped with
ventilation and heating systems and an oun bunk is
needed for all persons the vessel is registered to.

As to inspections of machinery and construction the sur
veyor can apply the Decree of Ships Surveying from suit
able parts.
In open fishing vessel operating only uithin sheltered
waters the sleeping place is not required.

Also excluded are:
- the logbook
- barometer
- log

M nnGx
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The boat or liferatt can be substituted by approved buoy
ant apparatus able to carry all persons on board.
The Decree of Fishing Vessels is getting behind and shall
be reneued very soon.
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PART m.
nARITinE CASUALTY INUESTIGATIDN
Investigation into shipping- casualties is an area of
a responsibility of any number State to SOLAS 1960 as
ijefi as to SOLAS 1974.
The obligation for all states to conduct investigation
is contained in the regulation 21 of chapter I part c of
the above mentioned Conventions uhere is stated that, each
Administration undertakes to conduct investigation of any
casualty to any of its ships...

Although Iran has undertaken such an obligation by
ratified SOLAS 60 there is at present not statutory defin
ition of a casualty for uhich an investigation must be held
or other statutory procedure for the appointment of "inv
estigation officer" his duties and pouer as yell as there
is no any statutory procedure for reporting a casualty and
conducting investigation and inquiry into it.
In addition, the basic obligation created by the inter
national convention on safety of life at sea uhere in Arti»cle 21 is stated.
Each contracting Government undertakes to supply the
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organization uith the pertiment information concerning
the finding of such investigation. Also the same wording
is used in Article 23 of the International Convention
on Load-Lines,

1966.

Other Instruments refer to the same are:I. Resolution A.147 (November 26,

1968);

Reports on Accidents Involving Significant spillages
of Oil:
The Assembly,
For the purpose of promoting rapid action
by the governments concerned in case of
significant spillages of oil following
accidents
Having in mind the recommendation of the
Concil of the IflO
Recommends■to the governments that they
a) Require Master of all ships to report
immediately through the channels which
may be found most practicable and adequate
under the circumstances all accidents in
which their ships are involved which have
given or may give rise to significant
spillages of oil.
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b) Appoint an appropriate officer or agency
to uhom such information may be referred.
Such officer or agency would also be res
ponsible for transmission of relevant
details to other Governments concerned.
c) Ensure that any such report received by
any authority in the country be forwarded
to such officer or agency with all desatch
d) Provide the Organization with all Informa
tion concerning the appointement of such
officer or agency for circulation to
Governments.
II.

Resolution A.173 (November 2B,

1968) partici

pation in Official Inquiries into naritime
Casualties.
The purpose of the above resolution is to ensure that
States seriously affected by or having a substantial inte
rest in maritime casualty, particularly where oil pollution
to their coasts has resulted by a ship flying a flag of
other State, shall have an opportunity of being represented
at inquiries into, or other such proceeding relating to
casualties.

such
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III.

Resolution 322 (Nov/ember 12,

1975)

the

conduct of Investigation into Casualties;
The Assemble,
Draws attention to the obligations of
Contracting Governments concerning the
investigation of casualties set out in
♦

the conventions
Urges . Contracting Governments to provide
the Organization with relevant informat
ion regarding lessons to be learnt and
conclusions derived from the investiga
tion of casualties
Requests the Maritime Safety Committee to
examine regularly such reports supplied
by Contracting Governments and to recomm
end action as necessary.
Further reguests the Maritime Safety Com
mittee in consultation uith the Secretar
iat to consider whether the Orangization
would take the initiative in regarding the
inquiries held into them and their findings
and thereafter to take any appropriate
action to this end.
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l\l.

Resolution A.440 (Nouember 15,

1979) Exch

ange of information for investigation into
flarine Casualties.
The Assembly,
Being auare that investigation into casu
alties, especially in the case of collis
ions are often hampered by lack of exch
ange of information uhere ships under
different flags are involved’
Having considered the recommendation made
by the (Maritime Safety Committee

Urges Governments to co-operate on a
mutual basis in investigation into marine
casualties and to exchange information
freely for the purpose of a full appraisal
of such casualties.

Besides the obligation arisen from the International
conventions and other instruments as above there are also
other reasons why a Government has to investigate a Shipping
casualty, such as:
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I.

SafBty_of_thB_shi2

The fundamental purposes of an inquiryinto a shipping
casualty is to determine the facts,

conditions and circu

mstances relating to this accident. The aim must be to
determine the probable cause, so that appropriate steps
has to be taken by the authorities concerned to preuept a
repetition of the accident and of the factors which led to■
it.
Simply stated the investigator has to determine what
happened,how it happened and why it happened. These are
the questions which will apply not only to the basic cause
but to all aspects relating to safety. In doing this he
must record and analyse the facts, draw conclusions and
where appropriate make recommendations for the purpose to
improve the safety at sea,

the protection of the enviroment

and avoid repetition, if pos.sible, of the accident.

II.

Public interest

It should be noted that the inquiry into shipping cas
ualties is in the public interest, with influence in the
confidence and reliability of sea transport. There is also
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implication for tha reliability of the ship owner themself
the ship owner’s management as well as of the master and
ship's officer and crew. Any question against the quality
of the ship's owner or against those as above extend to
the naritime Safety Administration of the country concerned
and to the relevant education and training institutes.
Further more the public and in particular the next-ofkin have the right to know the-real cause of the accident
and the course of events leading to it. They have also the
ri^ht to know that the accident has been investigated prop
erly, for the purposes of considering the questions of:
a) attaching responsibility and

,

b) possible improvements in maritime safety.

A part of the next-of-kin,

are also deeply concerned

and involved in these matters.
Having said the above it is essential to add that the
nature of the investigation into shipping casualties by a
Maritime Administration'should not be accusatory. Similarly
the assessment of blame or responsibility should not included
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in the duties of a casualty investigation authority since
this function is normally the prerogative of the judicial
authorities. Nevertheless it is unavoidable that acts or
omissions by individual persons or organizations, are
sometimes clearly shoun. In such cases it is the duty of
the this definition as above provides for the possibility
of initiating an investigation of serious maritime casualties> Further more it should be noted that such an investigation is mandatory uhen a person has been seriously
injured.
Having said this, a question arises as to uhen a person
has been seriously injured. The definition given in this
respect by ICAO (Annex 13), is quite helpful. Accordingly
such injury is:
An injury uhich is sustained by a person in an accident
and uhich,
a)

requires hospitalization for more than 48 .
hrs, commencing uithin seven days from the
date tje injury uas occured, or

b) results in a fracture of any bone (except
simple fracture of fingers, toes or nose)or

c) involves lacerations uhich caused severe
haemorrhage, nerve, muscle or tendon
damage, or
d) involves injury to any internal organ, or
e) involves second or third degree burns or
any burns affecting more than 5 per cent
of the body surface.

According to the above definition of casualties to be
investigated, there is no room for inquiring into so called
incidents. From the point of vieu of marine safety it is,
however, particularly essential to investigate incident as
well but no so deeply. Often this can be the possibility of
preventing more serious casualties.
Summing up the result is that with the above definitions
and the possibility to investigate incidents when and where
sesirable, the investigator can investigates all accidents
that are valuable for the safety of ships,

their crew and

the environment. Such an accidents are:
Investigator to say, so but any such duty should not confuse
thei'purpose of the investigation which is primarily to find
out and indicate what caused the accident rather than who
caused it. The latter should be for others to decide.
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As it is mentioned earlier there is not in Iran any
statutory procedure for conducting investigation into
shipping casualties. In this connection, must be noti
ce to the follouing:
I.
11 .
III.
IW.
I.

Definition of casualty to be investigated
Jurisdiction
Investigator's power
Notification of accidents.

Definition of casual_ty to _b^ J^nvi^^^i_g^^^c^.

It is necessary that the definition of the casualty to
be investigated, to be defined in lau or regulations, in
order to porvide the investigator with a clear jurisdiction.
Uhat is Maritime casualty? A common acceptable definit
ion could be:
a) the loss or pressumed loss, stranding,
grounding, abandonment of or damage to
a ship, or
b) a loss of life or serious personal injury
caused by fire on board or by any accident
to a ship or

li-fC- boat, or by any

accident occuring on board a ship or
boat, or
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c) any dainage caused by a ship, and at
the time it occured, the ship uas
registered in Iran or the ship or
boat uas in a Iran Port or the
territorial uaters.
a)

Killed or badly hurt

b) Sinking
c)

Collision

d)

Grounding

e)

Stranding

f) Abandonment
g) Fire/explosion
h) Structural failure.

II,

Jurisdiction

As regards the jurisdiction field pertaining to the
shipping casualties, this is as a rule connected to the
State's oun ships irrespective from uhich uaters or place
the ship uould be at the time of the accident. Regarding
foreign ships is connected to the State s territorial
^u§^rs as these define according the Government policy.

III.

Investi2ator_s_£Ouer

The investigator officer in order to carry out effec
tively its duties, is essential that is provided uith

II
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suitable statutory pouers which should be used with
discretion. The investigator will come in conduct
with many kinds of people and other authorities.
The majority of these uill recgnized the investiga
tor’s status and they will feel obliged to offer all
assistance they can, uithout reminded of the official
pouers which belong to the investigator.

But in the

same time he will also meet people, authorities and
representatives of a party who may not be willing to
give evidence because of a natural desire not to beco
me involved or for other reasons. Therefore it may
in the latter circumstances, be necessary for the inv
estigator to explain his function and duties and to
obtain their co-operation in any relevant field.
However it is desirable that the statutory power of
the investigator as regards

his duties and activities

will not be too regulated in detail and too formal.
There is also a great advantages of its activities
being flexible.
Uhithin its power which has to be defined in a Law,
are the following rights:
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I) Right for access to ship or ureckage
for investigation
II)

Right to hear witnesses

III) Right to have assistance from Police,
Military or other authorities

l\l) Right to examine ureckage
V)

Right to have full access to all
relevant evidence

\Jl) Receive copies of all pertiment docu
ments.

I\y. ' Notification o£_A^cidents
The proper conduct of an investigation reguires

pro—

arrival of the investigator at the accident site.
Any delay in his arrival may will result in the deterioation or disappearance of essential evidence due to theft
displacement or improper handling of the ship or ureckage
or due to adverse weather conditions, or alteration of
eye-witness accounts through discussion amony themselves.
Therefore immediate notification of an accident to the
investigating authorities concerned, is essential.
Relevant is the Resolution A.147 (November 26,

1968)

Reports on Accidents Involving Significant spillages of
oil.
\
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It is noted that the above resolution refers to rep
orts on accidents involving spillages of oil, but Iran
and any other Government in the same time could require
reports from Plasters'or others on any accidents.
As regards the hotif^ica tion of an accident to the
flag State, is worthy to mention that Iran shall immed
iately forward a notification message to the State of
Registry in case an accident occured in Iran territory.
Further more, for certain accidents Iran may also wish
to forward a notification message

to other Governments

which may -requested to provide important information.
All these procedures is wise to be stated in law or reg
ulations .
Regarding the participation of a State in an invistigation of an accident which is attended to by Iran, there
is the Resolution A.173 (November 28,1968) participation
in Official Inquiries into Maritime Casualties "which is
very useful in this respect".

According this resolution:
The Assembly,

y

Desiring to encourage international unification of
practice in relation to such inquiries and proceeding,
Recommends,

to Gouernment that if a State other

than the State of the flag is knoun to have serioulsy
affected by or to hav/e a substantial interest in a
maritime casualty occuring to a ship of the flag State
(particularly where the coast of that other State has
been polluted by oil) as a result of the casualty:
1 (a)

the State of the flag, unless an inquiry is
held by that State as a matter of course,
consult uith that other State as to the ho'Iding of an inquiry into casualty by one or
other of the States,

complying with the pr

ovisions of sub-paragraph (2).

(b)

if such an inquiry is,held as a matter of
course by the flag State, the other State
should be informed of its time and place,

2,

Such an inquiry should be-so conducted that,
subject to the national rules relating to
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the special conditions under which

inquiries are

held in camera.
a)

the public is permitted to attend, and

b) arrangements are made which would,
subject to the discretion of the auth
ority holding the inquiry allows a
representation of the other State con
cerned to attend and participate in
the inquiry at least to the extend.of:
I.

questioning witnesses or causing
questions to be put through the
authority concerned and,

II,
3.

uipwing all rele\/ant documents.

if an inquiry is held by a State seriously
affected or having a substantial interest,
a representative of the State of the flag
should be given similar facilities.

If one or more other of the oondltions of sub-paragraph
(2) aboue cannot be complied uith at the inquiry itself
this recommendation shall be treated as being complied

with if the condition not previously satisfied, is
satisfied in proceedings directly consequent upon
the inquiry. Nothing in this recommendation shall
affect or apply to the holding of any preliminary
or informal inquiry or any other proceedings.
A State shall not be treated for the purpose of
this recommendation as being affected by or having
substatial interest in a maritime casualty by reason
only that it is the flag State of one of the tuo
ships in collision,

nor should the fact that one or

more of its nationals has a commercial interest in
the ship or its cargo in itself confer such an inter
est.
It is worthy to notice that the resolution above,
limits participation of States to public inquiry.
Also collisions are excluded and citizens also in the
foreign State uho have a commercial interest in the
ship or the cargo. Further more, nothing in the res
olution, uhich is only a recommendation stops a State
to be more generous when it comes to allow particip
ation of other States ’or others in investigation of
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an accident at sea,

Hcue\/er it is in the nature of the matter that all
parties directly affected by an investigation should
be given the opportunity to vieu the proceeding and
have the possibility of expressing themselves about
uhat emerges during the progress of the investigation.
These parties as above could be such as;
- Relative of killed or injured per on
- Ship ouner
- Shipyard
- Underuriters
- Classification society
- Port authorities
- Organizations representing shipouners or creu - Creu members.
Practice in this connection has been to give the con
cept of "interested parties" a uide interpretation,
Houever there must exist a clear "interest of party
entitled to take proceedings".
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PART \l.
PORT STATE CONTROL

The concept of port State control has been laid

down

in a number of conuenti’pns concerning safety of Shipping,
In the 19^ SOLAS convention and even in the 1929 conven
tion on Safety of passenger ships some form of port State
control enforcement was foreseen. At that time it uas
already enerally accepted that the Load-Lines had to be
checked in ports, before the ships departure.
During 1970's decade, as a consequence of the occurance
of various major catastrophies, a need for the Internatio
nal society appeared, to protect vessels and personnel as
well as the marine environment against the dangers presen
ted by a sub-standard ships. Thus the term "Sub-Standard
Ships" arose but uhat is sub-standard ship? The term has
been used in many instances in a uay giving rise to misund
erstandings and or misinterpretations.
A ship may be sub-standa-rd but not be necessarily and
obviously unsafe to proceed to sea. This problem uas addre
ssed by ino at the ninth and tenth Assemblees and again at
the tuelth Assembly, uhere the Resolution A. 466 (March 1982)
uas adopted.

According to the above resolution the Governments are
requested to supply informations on hou they control ships
and the actions they take when ships are found to be sub
standard, This ino instrument provides valuable but general
information on the identification of sub-standard ships,
actions to be taken in response to information received,
completing deficiency reports for I P'10 and guidelines on
control procedures.
Other paper refering to the above definition is the ILO
Convention’147, in its article 4.
Since all the official definitions of a sub-standard
ship are given in a very general terms, a feu examples to
illustrate circumstances that uill inevitably qualify a ship
as sub—standard could be mentioned;- Emergency fire pump inoperative.
- Lanching of life-boats not possible due to
absence of greasing, accumulation of paints
and failure to carry out regular drills.
- A ship ftas no accomodation heating system or
no accommodation air-conditioning sys em on
a ship staying in a tropical ports during
the summer season (environmental deficiencies)

- Luck of certificated officers (manning
deficiencies).
- Bad maintenance of the accommodation
ladders (operational deficiencies).

Among the reasons for the phenomenon of the sub-stan
dard ship are:
I,

Old age of the ship, although there are
old ships which are very well maintain
and neu ships .very bad maintain falling
into the category of the sub-standard
ships.

II.

Lack of or no operational control by the
Shipping company.

III.

Lack of or no training of officers and or
crew.

lU.

Lack of supervision on the part of the
flag State.

The responsibility for combating the phenomenon of the
sub-standard ships are varied as are the reasons for sub
standard ships. Such a responsibility rests mainly with;
a)

the International organizations such as
ino and ILO, whose task includes the pre
paration and adoption of. relevant safety
conventions and standards.

1B4

the Flag State uhich has the primary
responsibility for the effective im
plementation of the Standards embodied
in the relevant conventions,
the shipowner who must ensure the safe
and seaworthy condition of his ship as
wall as her safe manning, provided that
the flag State has transformed into the
national law the provisions of the rele
vant conventions.
the Master who bears the full responsi
bility for the observance onboard his
ship of the operational and safety standards,

every crew member. The ordinary crew memrber's responsibility is materialized in
his right to report to the port State or
to the flag State, major deficiencies
aboard his ship. It should be noted here
that the same applies to the seamen's un
ion too.

the port State which has to erlsure that
ships calling at its ports maintain the
International acceptable standards.
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Nouadays almost all.’';I nternational inO conventions and
other international instruments include the concept of the
Port State control in their requirements. Such as interna
tional papers are:
Load-Lines Convention 1966, in article 21,
flARPOL Convention and the Protocol there to 1937/78
in article 5.
SOLAS 1974 convention, in Chapter I,

reg.
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STCU Convention 1978m in article X.
Merchant Shipping (Minimum Standards) convention
1976 (ILO 147), in article 4.
IMO Resolution A.466 (ill)

,

'

"Procedures for the

control of ships" Paragraph 1.5
IMO Resolution A.481 (XII), Principles of Safe Manning.

The convention on the International Regulations not
Preventing Collisions at sea 1972/1981 it self, does not
include provisions uith regard to the right of the port
State to carry out inspections on foreign ships calling its
ports.

XHowever,

...

it should be mentioned that Regulation 7 and

regulation 8 of the Chapter I of the SOLAS 1974/78 prescribes
that the mandatory surveys which passenger and cargo ships
are subjected to, shall be such as to ensure that the ship

1B6

is provided uith the lights, shapes, means of making sound
signals and distress signals as required by the SOLAS con
vention and the International Regulations for Preventing
Collisions at sea.
Having said the above it is understandable hou import
ant and necessary is for every country to exercise port
State control on every ship, or almost on every ship,

vis

iting its ports. Follouing this, Iran has to strengthen its
already existing port State control activities, by harmoni
zing the procedure and keeping records on each inspection.
In this respect it uould be worthy to mention uhat the wes
tern European countries enforce as far as the port State
control is concerned,

through the so called "Memorandum of

Understand!ng".
The Memorandum of Understanding on port State control
which was concluded by 14 western European countries in Paris
iTi'January 1982, is a follow-up to the earlier discussions on
harmonized port State control, which discussions started
in 1976 after the adoption of the Merchant Shipping conven
tion in ILO in the same year.
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Among the discussions, a lengthy one took place on
the questions uhere the Memorandum should be made form
ally binding under international lau and uhere when making
inspections, special attention should be given directed
touards older ships. On the other hand,

there uas unani

mous agreement that without discrimination, port State
control should be carried out with respect to all foreign
flag ships in ports within the region and that such control
should not be limited to ships flying a flag of so called
“convenience" .•
However, the Authorities concerned decided to accept
stronger and clearly defined commitments on the number of
inspections of foreign flag ships by each of the particip
ating Maritime authorities and to pay much greater atten
tion to the mutual exchange of information to inspected
ships in order to avoid duplication of inspections. Further
more the Authorities decided to apply only those I MO and
or ILO Conventions which have been ratified by the port
State involved and which have entered into force.
In the final conference it was emphasised by the signa
tories that the Memorandum of Understanding is a major step
towards a more effective and harmonized system of port State
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control in the region for the better detection and elimin
ating of sub—standard ships.
The following description of the Paris Memorandu

of

Understanding summarises the main contents of the substan
tial sections of the flemorandumr For fiase of reference,
section numbers have been added.
The fundamental item of the n.O.U. on port State control
is the undertaking by signatory States to achiev/e by lastst
on 1st, july 1985 an annual total inspec^tions,

comprising

25 per cent of the foreign flag merchant ships calling at
their ports. The Memorandum specifies that such inspections
should verify the compliance of those ships uith the techn
ical and social minimum standards laid down in the relevant
International conventions, mentioned in Section 2 of the
Memorandum,
The inspection of ships under the Memorandum should be
governed by the "Guidelines for surveyors" attached to it
as Annex 1. These Guidelines start uith a-^mall list of uhat
should be observed in the inspection of foreign ships, and
they refer to the folluoing:
-

IMO resolution A. 466(XII) "Procedures for the
Control of Ships",
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ino resolution A.466(XIl) "Principles of Safe
Nanning",

together with its two Annexes, entitled

"Contents of Ninimum Safe Nanning Document" and
"Guidelines for the Application of Principles of
Safe Nanning",

INO resolution A.542 "Procedures for the Control
of Ships and Discharges under Annex 1 to NARPOL
1973/78".

Furthermore, the "Guidelines for Surveyors" includes a
cata-loguB of standards to be checked under ILO Convention
No.147.
The inspection procedures are outlined in Section 3 of
the Nemorandum, uhere ik provided that the inspections
uould consist of a visit on board a ship in order to cheek
the certificates and documents relevant to the purpose of
the Nemorandum. In the absence of valid certificates or
documents, or if there were "clear grounds" for believing
that the ship does not substantially meet the requirements
of a relevant instrument, a more detailed inspection uould
be carried out in accordance with Annex 1 to the Nemorandum.
The authorities uould regard as "clear grounds" inter
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a report or notification by another authority,
a report or complaint, by the blaster, a creu member
or any person or organization with a legitim te
interest in the safe operation of the ship, shipb

or

oard living and working conditions or the preven
tion of pollution, unless the Authority concerned
deemed the report or the complaint to be manifes
tly unfounded,
other indications of serious deficiencies uith
regard, in particular, to Annex 1 to the memorandum
(Section 3,2).

In section 3.3 is stated that in selecting ships for
inspection,

the authorities would pay special attention to:

-

ships which had several recent deficiencies,

-

ships which might present a special hazard, for ins
tance oil tankers, gas and chemical carriers.

In the case of deficiencies that were clearly hazardous
to the safety, health or the environment, the authority
would except as provided in section 3.8 of the Memorandum
ensure that the hazard had been removed before the ship was
allowed to proceed to sea and for this purpose, would take
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appropriate action uhich might include detention. In the
latter case the authority would, as soon as possible,
inform the flag State through its consul or, in his abs
ence, its nearest diplomatic representative or its maritime
authority of the action taken. Where the certifying auth
ority was an organization other than a maritime administ
ration, let say Glassification society, this organization
would also be advised (section 3.7).

Where deficiencies referred to in section 3^7 of the
Memorandum could not be repaired in the port of inspection
the authority might allow the ship to proceed to another
port, subject to any appropriate conditions determined by
that authority with a view to ensuring that the ship could
so proceed to sea without unreasonable danger to safety,
he§^h or the environment. In such circumstances the auth
ority would notify the competent authority of the region
State where the next port of call of the ship was situated,
the parties mentioned in section 3.7 and any other authority
as appropriate. Notification to authorities would be made
in accordance with Annex 2 to the Memorandum. The authority
receiving such notification would inform the notifying
authority of the action taken (section 3.8).

The section 3.ID provides that the Master of the ship
is provided with a document giving the results of the
inspection. The form of this document is specified in Annex
3 to the Memorandum.
The particulars of the ships uhich have been inspected
in the region'.together with the reports on those inspect
ions should be sent in a standardised form to a center
office in Saint Malo. To assist the authorities in their
selection of foreign flag ships to be inspected in their
ports and to avoid duplication of inspection it was consi
dered necessary to have at their disposal up-to-date info
rmations about ships inspected in other port in the region.
Thus agreement has been reached for the stablishment an
on-line data information system with a database situated
in Saint Malo, France.

■'

On a preliminary basis the cener in Saint Malo uould
organize the processing of information received from each
Administration and uould every second week send to the
Authorities of the member States and to the Secretariat, in
a microfiche form, an alphabetical list of the ships inspec
ted in the region, within the previous period of the six
months.
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In the first year after the Memorandum became operative
almost 9000 ships from more than 100 countries uere inspec
ted in the region. About 45 per cent of those ships uere
flying the flags of the 14 signatory States and about 55 per
cent the flag of other mainly non-European States. These
figures demonstrate ever so clearly that fears for a discri
mination uithin the Memorandum as to flag, have been defin
itely unfounded. During the second year of operation about
9600 ships uere inspected and of those, 309 ships had
serious deficiencies that it uas considered necessary to
detain them until the deficiencies had been rectified.
These figures provide a justification for the need of port
State control all over the uorld and not only in the region
covered by the Memorandum of Understanding.
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Part Ml,
C0NCLUSTI0N5
The activities which will need to be attended to in
connection with development of

maritime field, relevant

to the Plaritime Administration particulary fl.S.A, can be
generalised as under:
1-

Iran shall participate in the evaluation of the IflOs
standards conventions, cod^etc

2-

To insure the proper function of Maritime Administration
the merchant shipping legislation shall be up-dated to
comply with international laws

3-

The P.S.O, need to have an .efficient administrative mach
inery to advise them on the adoption and implementation
of the national legislation and other regulation requi
red of developing and operating the maritime program.

4-

The major conventions and other instruments which adopted
by 11*10, would have to be given due consideration for
possible ratification in the future by P.S.O,

5-

It is important that in the harnessing of human resouces
has evolved a sub-planning activity alongside with, and
within the entire maritime transportation net work for the
establishment of proper maritime training facilities to
enable Iran to have a ready source of maritime expertse
in all its branches.
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6- There are different catagories of seafarers _ uho need to be
trained, examined and certificated conforming with intern
ational standards and national requirement
7- For the purpose of maritime development the port and shipp
ing organization shall have to a proper Maritime Administr
ation infra^t^ructure, manned by duly competent official
of - the appropriaticatagories for ensuring;
- proper standards of Maritime Safety on board ships and;
— prevention of pollution from ships.
which cover not only the ships themseleves but also the
personnel manning them.

Such offici als, would also need to be most enterprising and to
be capable of assuming

multiple roles,

8- In order to avoid confusion there is a distinction to be
drawn between a general Maritime Administration and a mar
itime Safety Administration.
9- The Maritime Safety Administration needs to understand fully
its various roles, function and the objectives, including
international standards.
10- The primary objectives of the Merchant Shipping Act, need to be, developmental, regulatory and

conformity • with the

relevant international law and conventions
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11-

The port and shipping organization should to a larger
extent than hither to aim at furthering maritime saf
ety by co-ordinating the technical and operational req
uirements for ships in order to achieve the best result
possible within the framework of fixed total resources.

12-

The P.S.O. should be reorganized so that its present

V

overall responsibility for the work of the classification
societies on Iranian ships can be extended to mean also
an actual fulfilment of such responsibility, e.g. by
concentration to a larger extent than at present on eva
luation of and co-operation of the work of the classif
ication societies as regards Iranian Ships,
13-

The first control of a newbuilding intended to be classed

-

and the survey of foreign classed ships acquired by the
Iranian flag should be co-ordinated between the P.S.O,
and the classification societies.
14-

All priodical surveys of classed Iranian ships should be
entrusted to the classification society in question which
may be approved by the P.S.O. for this purpose.

15-

Old classed Iranian ships (after 10-15 years) should be
subjected to a thorough safety assesment carried out in

-

j
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co-operation with the classification society under the
guidance and responsibility of the P.3,0,
16- The P,S,0, should continue to uork for the harminozation
of regulations and their application on the internation
al level within 11*10,
17- The port

authorities or P.S.,0, shall be make regulations

to ensure the safe storage and handling of dangerous
goods. The port authorities shall be gives advice on the
movement of ships and the handling of dangerous goods
themselves,
18- Port State Control
Under the privision of applicable international convention
for the safety of life at sea and the international conve
ntion on load line 1966, the port and shipping organization
is responsible for promulgating laws and regulations, so
as to ensure that, from point of view of safety of life,
a ship is fit for the service which it is intended.

